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%or your A s t r o l o g i c a l  B o o k s h e l f
A l m a  C r a w f o r d  G r a n i n g  heartily recommends the following 
hooks for your Astrological Studies, whether student or professional.

\ TO Z HOROSCOPE MAKER AND D E LIN E A TO R by Llewellyn George.
A STANDARD TEXTBOOK on Astrology. A reference work of real value. Gives in detail 
all the requisite calculations involved in correctly casting and delineating the birth and 
progressed horoscopes. POSTPAID $5.00

THE PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC ASTROLOGY,
This is Mr. Tucker’s latest book on the Science of Astrology. The author, recognized as <me 
of the foremost authorities on the subject of Science and Astrology, has given you in this 
book, a treasury of scientific fact. A valuable book for both amateur and professional.

POSTPAID $2.00

SIMPLIFYING ASTROLOGY,” by Alma Crawford Graning. This is a standard
textbook for beginners. Gives you in simple yet comprehensive form all of the fundamentals 
of this great science. POSTPAID $1.00

“YOUR STARS OF RESTINY," by William J. Tucker. This astounding work
presents, for the first time, concrete and positive proofs of the definite physical effects 
resulting from the influence of the stars. POSTPAID $2.00

“THE PRINCIPLES, THEORY AND PRACTICE OF SCIENTIFIC
PREDICTION,” by William J. Tucker. A fully comprehensive scientific treatise on the 

subject of Astrological prediction. No astrologer can afford to be without this work, if he 
wishes to carry out reliable, accurate and scientific forecasts. POSTPAID $2.50

"THE HOW, WHAT AND WHY OF ASTROLOGY,’V
The “Man-in-the-Street” will find this book easy and delightful to read. Yet, notwithstand
ing the simplicity of treatment, this book contains full information to enable the student 
to compile a birth chart of the heavens and then proceed to read and interpret it.

POSTPAID $2.50
“THE HOW OF THE HUMAN MIND/ by William J. Tucker. This is valu
able study and an interesting treatise on Psychology of Mind. POSTPAID $2.00

“A SET OF TWELVE STAR MAPS,” arranged by William J. Tucker. These
maps are indispensable for the study and practice of astrology. POSTPAID 50c

Here98 a Wealth of Astrological Knowledge !  !  
Don9t Be Without These Books in Your Library !  !

O r d e r  r j o w . . . SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

"the ghanings," box 791, McAllen, texas
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W H A T  T H E  S T A R S  SAY A B O U T
S A G I T T A R I U S  P E O P L E

“ Character Makes Destiny“
By P hil Grant

IT  IS possible to analyze you 
and your characteristics from the sole position 
of the Sun at your birth. The positions of 
other planets at the time of your birth give you 
the attributes of your character; but the real 
you is signified by the Sun and its position 
when you were born. This “character analysis” 
is based upon my interpretation of the vibra
tions of energy which Astrology teaches are 
produced by the Sun’s position in the sign of 
Sagittarius. As a Sagittarius person, you have 
the Sagittarius individuality. You express this 
differently perhaps, from other Sagittarius per
sons, but the type of energy you have in your 
character is that given you by the Sun in your 
birthsign of Sagittarius.

Jupiter is your ruling planet, giving you 
power and much ability. The symbol of your 
sign is the Archer or the Arrow  which is signi
ficant of your high aims and aspirations. You 
express yourself best when you are aspiring, 
enthusiastic, riding forth to conquer odds and 
difficulties. When delaying conditions hold 
you back ami disappointments or friction exist 
in your life, you are then apt to lose your flam
ing zeal, ardor and enthusiasm. Feverish ex
citement is apt to exist in your work and ac
tivities. You are inclined to carry things to an 
extreme. Frankness, brusqueness and ability 
to speak your mind or go straight to the point 
are parts of the fiery Sagittarius nature.

Versatility is the keynote of your sign. You 
have ability to do more than one thing well. 
You have power to take advantage of oppor
tunities and can usually accomplish twice as 
much as the average person. You may often 
be imposed upon because of your sympathetic 
nature which is easily aroused to compassion 
by the needs of others.

Success is generally promised. You are not 
driven bv fear ot failure, ordinarily, as are 
many others. You may waste your energy and 
become irritable when delayed, restricted or 
interrupted. You must learn to make allow
ances for the lack of energy or achievement of 
other people: otherwise your relations may be

★

strained. You have deep sympathy for other 
people but do not possess much understanding 
or patience with them I

You must have freedom from restrictions or 
limitations. Others cannot place unjust de
mands upon you. You desire indej>endence 
and freedom of action in all tilings. You are 
not suited to routine or restricted types of 
work. \  ou are the manager, promoter and 
enthusiastic booster of projects, ideals or peo
ple. You must be careful to avoid a dictatorial 
or authoritative air with superiors unless you 
wish them to resent you. You are apt to ex
ig e n c e  ingratitude from others whom you 
help, for it seems that this is a test you are 
destined to overcome. You can he guided— 
but not driven.

V ou can realize security, good fortune and 
financial success. You possess the attributes 
of success and are well equipped for financial 
gains. Your general good judgment and fi
nancial ability speak for you if you can avoid 
premature action or haste. Pause to consider 
—and then follow a direct line of action to 
your goal. You have power to realize what
ever you go after if you go after it to get it!

\  ou are endowed with many splendid gifts 
and powers with which to build a successful 
life. The material given you at birth was 
abundant-—with it you are meant to build a real 
Temple of success in life. As you aspire for 

the best do not disdain the wisdom you mav 
gain from seemingly unhappy or limiting ex
periences. \  ou have a lesson to teach others 
which Life must first teach you. That lesson 
is the invaluable one of perseverance: constant 
progress toward your goal, the riding of ob
stacles as you make them your servants and 
ceaseless aiming of your arrow of aspiration 
ami search for the things lying beyond the 
horizon of today will be your invaluable aids 
to happiness and success. As a Sagittarius 
person, your thoughts are turned toward to
morrow. Don't forget that your tomorrow 
depends upon today for which you got ready 

-yesterday!
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ASTROLOGICAL GLIMPSES OF HOLLYWOOD
By A nthony Ariel

★ -

Exclusive to Astro-Digest
Copyright, 1938, by The Anthony Ariel 

Productions
★

MOON TRINES VENUS
Swing! Ye Planets
In the heavens— to and fro.
Let us thrill to your rhythm 
As through life we go.

" Give us our daily” . . . configurations 
A quintile, and a trine or so 
Squares and conjunctions?
Ah! Our higher selves we learn to know.

—Nirvana Norn
★

HOLLYW OOD, CAL.: Nirvana 
Norn, founder of Universal Peace, Interna
tional Friendship Foundation, Miami. Morida 
submits the above and suggests that Astro- 
Digest readers supply a verse each month to 
head this column. Not a bad idea ; so go ahead 
and send your verses to me, care of this maga
zine. Don’t make them too long and let the 
theme have some direct or indirect connection 
with Astrology. None of the submitted manu
scripts can be returned, and decision of the 
judges (your correspondent and Dan Main- 
waring of Warner Brothers publicity depart
ment) will be final as to which verse is most 
suitable for publication. There can be no prizes 
or awards, but perhaps I ’ll have a pleasant sur
prise for the winner.

* * If
Alexanders Ragtime Band! It’s Irving 

Berlin’s smashing success, and Hollywood’s 
latest motion picture hit. But let’s forget the 
make-believe of Hollywood for the moment 
and likewise forget Irving Berlin, while we 
turn back to some of the musty pages of Cali
fornia’s famous gold rush days of ‘49 for a 
true storv of real life. Nestling in the High 
Sierras in Northern California, and looking 
much the same today as it did back in the 
davs of Bret Hart, is the little mining town 
of Downieville, California. There’s a dingy 
barber shop tucked away on a side street where

the tonsorialist’s attractive daughter who had 
become a widow at a tender age is washing 
the miners’ red shirts for a living.

it

One day in the “sixties” as the dust covered 
stage from Reno drew up to a grinding stop, 
“an astrologer direct from Boston” alighted. 
A few days later he opened a “studio” where 
he immediately did a landoffice business cast
ing horoscopes for all and sundry who would 
pay him $20 in gold. The pretty laundress 
visited the “studio” and among other things 
was told that she would soon remarry, and 
shortly thereafter would become immensely 
wealthy beyond her wildest dreams . . . and 
that her children and even her grandchildren 
were to become world famous. She took her 
horoscope and left. Whether or not she be
lieved what the astrologer had told her is not 
a matter of historical record.

$
Shortly thereafter she fell in love with one 

of her customers; a bewhiskered miner. There 
was no money for a honeymoon, and for a 
brief time the bride continued on as the town 
laundress. A few years later this same couple 
had a mansion on Fifth Avenue in New York 
City, and a huge country estate on Long Island 
with their names in the Social Register. Thev 
were Mr. and Mrs. John Mackay. The miner 
had made millions as one of the four original 
owners of the famous Comstock Lode at Vir
ginia City. Their son was Clarence Mackay, 
the present Postal Telegraph tycoon, whose 
daughter is now Mrs. Irving Berlin! You 
won’t see anything about this in Alexander’s 
Ragtime Band. Truth is often stranger and 
far more interesting than Hollywood scenarios 
—a fact that motion picture producers just 
don’t seem to understand.

*
Happened to be in court the other day when 

Lupe Velez obtained her much publicized di
vorce. She was wearing the largest diamond 
ring your correspondent ever saw—it even 
dazzled the judge. “No, John-ee deed not 
geeve it to me . . .  /  bought eet m yself fn  
$20,000/’ she coyly explained. And by the
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way; 1 .upo is a dyed-in-the-wool astrology 
I an, and a mighty nice girl, too. Leaving the 
court room your correspondent strolled down 
a few floors to the marriage license bureau 
where a local radio station had set up a port
able set and were interviewing prospective 
brides and grooms. Never mind what the love
lorn said—perhaps some of you heard it.

★

Ainyway, your correspondent also interview
ed the various couples to obtain birthdates, etc. 
Now gather up real close so I can whisper in 
your ear and tell you that out of the six couples 
interviewed, only one pair were astrologically 
mated. After they left I talked to one of the 
marriage license clerks who assists in making 
out approximately one hundred such licenses 
daily. “Do you think most of the couples who 
apply for marriage licenses are actually in 
love?” I queried. A broad grin crossed his 
face. “If you ask me,” he said, “I would say 
that most of ’em have love mixed up with 
something else!” Plenty of food for thought 
there. What do you think?

★  ★  ★
Myrna Kingsley, who recently concluded a 

coast to coast radio program that featured As
trology, with a breakfast food company as 
sponsors, is now in Hollywood. Wouldn’t be 
surprised to see Miss Kingsley's name go on 
the dotted line of a movie contract before an
other lunar month. Much talk of Howard 
Hughes, of round-the-world fame, and a multi
millionaire in his own right, producing a pic
ture featuring the life of Amelia Earhart. 
Hughes and Miss Earhart were great friends. 
Katherine Hepburn, Hughes reported fiancee, 
is to take the leading role, and strangelv 
enough Hepburn bears a striking resemblance 
to the famous flyer. Did you know that short
ly before Miss Earhart started on that last 
ill-starred flight, that one of Hollywood’s 
better known astrologers strongly advised 
against taking the trip and begged her to post- 
l>one any flight over water for at least four 
weeks!

★  ★  ★
“A myriad of men are born; they labor and 

sweat and struggle for bread; they squabble 
and scold and fight; they scramble for little 
mean advantages over each other. Age creeps 
upon them; ambition is dead; vanity is dead; 
longing foj- release is in their place. It comes 
at last . . . the onlv unpoisoned gift earth 
ever had for them . * . and they vanish from 
a world where they were of no consequence.”

Do you know who wrote that? Doesn’t sound 
like Mark Twain, does it? But the famous 
humorist wrote it just the same. And by the 
way: Mark Twain knew the Downieville bar
ber’s daughter and often passed the time of 
day with her, ancl for all I know she washed 
his shirts, too; and the same would hold good 
for the late Senator Hearst, father of the pres
ent newspaper-chain publisher . . . and for old 
man Fair and others of those famous kings of 
the old Bonanza days. I t’s a pretty small 
world, isn’t it? Someday I'll tell you the true 
story of Sandy Bowers.

★  ★  ★
Are the birthdates of movie stars as pub

lished from time to time in newspapers and 
magazines sufficiently correct for astrological 
purposes? The answer is yes . . . and no! 
In many instances birthdates of the film idols 
are released through the studio publicity offices 
where the star is under contract and let me as
sure you that few such publicity offices like to 
see their stars become doddering old men and 
women. For instance when Warner Oland 
died there were three different dates published 
in local newspapers as the day of Oland’s 
birth . . .  so don’t take such dates too seriouslv. 
Sometimes, however, such birthdates as pub
lished are perfectly correct. Naturally, most 
of the film colony s astrologers know the cor
rect dates, but it wouldn’t be ethical for them 
to make public a birthdate that had been re
vealed to them in confidence for instance, by 
a 35 year old actress whose studio publicity 
office claims is onlv 24.

★

Assuming you are interested in the horo
scopes of the various picture stars and know 
their real, actual birthdates; see how the fol
lowing facts match up with your astrological 
findings: Maurice Chevalrier was a bus bov 
in a cheap Paris cafe. Eddie Cantor was fired 
from a mailing room for clumsiness. Sam 
Goldwyn worked in a glove factorv. Mae 
West (of all persons) used to do male im
personations. Richard Cortez was a doorman. 
Sam Harris, the producer, operated a laundry. 
Clark Gable worked in the oil fields of Okla
homa. Gene (Major Hoople) Ahern, famous 
cartoonist, sliced meat in a butcher shop. Gus 
Edwards sang illustrated songs at Tony Pas
tors in New York. Loretta Young got her 
chance when she answered a call for her sister. 
John Barrymore wanted to be an artist . . . 
sister Ethel a pianist. Morris Gest was a cir
cus wild man. Harry Richmond played the 
piano in a roadhouse when he was II years

Continued oa Page 7
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" THE S I GN DF S O R R O WS "
From Celestial Astrology

★

A t  CHRISTMAS TIM E it is 
fitting that we turn our eyes to the stars of 
Capricorn to study their message. We can 
find no more fascinating stellar influences. 
I here is something regal and majestic in the 

pronunciation of the name “Capricorn”. We 
wonder zi'here and how the ancients who named 
this portion of the Zodiac derived the name 
and why they so named it.

When we use the term “making you the 
goat” how much of the ancient symbolism of 
Capricorn do we borrow? We thus term the 
one who is sacrificed or blamed as “the goat”. 
The Latin name for Capricorn means “The 
Goat”. From most ancient times, the goat was 
the symbol of “atoning sacrifice”.

Prominent stars in Capricorn are named “A1 
Gedi” which means “The Kid”, “The Goat” ; 
“Deneb A1 Gedi” which means “The Sacrifice 
Cometh” ; “Dabish” which means “The Sacri
fice Slain”. When we study the prefix “Cap” 
we find the meaning of the word Capricorn. 
It means “To match” ; “To match in contest” ; 
“To equal” ; “To furnish an equal or a better” ; 
“To improve upon by substituting a better” ; 
“To exceed”, “climax” or “reach the utmost 
limit of perfection” . The prefix “Cap” thus 
gives us the key to the interpretation of the 
name originally given this sign of the Zodiac. 
It is the name which the Romans translated as 
“Capricorn” or “The Goat” which means “The 
Substitute” or “The Better Sacrifice”.

Capricorn’s ancient star picture reveals a 
double figure of a Goat and a Fish. In our 
modern astronomical figures we find Capri
corn’s symbol reduced to The Goat so we are 
given but half the picture or the true signifi
cance of the sign itself. The Goat is only half 
of the story told by the star pictures. The 
dying Goat sinking into the ground transforms 
itself into The Fish— which tells another story
altogether.

Capricorn is one of the zodiacal signs which 
lies along the ecliptic south of the equator. It 
is between Sagittarius and Aquarius In ‘he 
' evenings we can see its constellations

,t „ The Arrow; Aquila, The Eagle and 
r S i n u J  The Dolphin' It is here that the 
2 X  of the Milky Way fades and disap-

pears to reappear again further south. This, 
in itself, tells a startling story about Capricorn.

From earliest times, The Goat has been con
sidered a “sin offering”. It was the symbol 
of atonement, while The Fish represented re
demption. The Goat becomes our token of 
sacrifice and atonement. The Fish is the sym
bol of Forgiveness which we seek.

The Goat becomes the sacrifice offered. I he 
Fish responds to the effect of the sacrifice and 
shows the renewal or new life and resurrection 
of the Spirit of that sacrifice which has been 
made. To the ancients, The Goat of Capri
corn was the symbol of suffering, death, sor
row' and atonement. The Fish of Capricorn 
was symbolic of those for whom the sacrifice 
was made. The Goat denotes the sorrowing, 
dying, suffering sacrifice or the sacrificial ele
ment for sin, evil and wrong. It signifies the 
human body. The Fish represents new life, 
the result or effect of atonement which springs 
from the old body, rising upon sacrifice to new 
heights.

A sacrifice had to be acceptable (perfect). 
Not just any old goat or imperfect member of 
a flock or herd could be given as a sacrifice. 
The sacrifice stood as a symbol of the true 
spirit and intent of the one who sacrificed!
It had to be perfect with no blemishes or im
perfections. That alone constituted the first 
part of man’s sacrifice. When he overcame 
his innate selfish, possessive instincts to keep 
the best for himself and offer a lesser sacri
fice, he began to abide by the law of compensa
tion. When he could learn to sacrifice that 
which he wanted to keep by giving his best 
for an ideal, and as a symbol, he had made 
his true sacrifice. The actual goat was but a 
symbol or token of that which had already 
occurred within the SACRIFICER.

Here is the true significance of all demands 
for atonement or sacrifice. We atone or sacri
fice by “giving up” or “giving back” to the 
original giver. Here is an unwritten but di
vine law observed by all the Universe and on 
all planes of divinity or divine consciousness 
except within man! Each planet, each star, 
each comet, each celestial or terrestial body 
gives of itself. It sacrifices what it has to 
keep celestial energy in motion. The law of
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force, energy, motion, gravitation, giving and 
sacrificing causes a ceaseless ebb and flow of 
energy and regeneration of power to keep the 
Universe alive and active! Man was and is, 
regrettably, the only part of the Universe 
which cannot willingly give or sacrifice of his 
best.

As man receives life from an unseen yet 
active force he must constantly give back or 
return that life and energy. His outer acts 
are svmbols of that which he does within him
self. ;

Religious sacrifice is the symbol or type of a 
higher sacrifice, one which was to be substi
tuted for man’s. At long last, the substitute 
came (symbolized for Abraham by the Ram 
caught in the thicket ). The Sacrifice came to 
earth. He came not to do away with the Law 
but to fulfil it! To fulfil that Law he had to 
observe every command of it and be blameless. 
In the body of Christ, the “Great Sacrifice’’ or 
“Goat of the ages’’, we see the one of whom 
the stars of Capricorn stand as "witnesses". 
The story which is told bv these stars had to 
be fulfilled upon the earth at some time of 
earth history. No mere man could fulfil every 
law of human conduct and righteousness. A 
blameless man, destined to be a perfect sacri
fice, must be born upon the earth. I hit-* He
came, ruled by

IP Sun had enter
became the t
ability to die i
new life!

The Bible e
Hi acquainted wit

hi*m
H e

with

griefs antl carried our sorrows; He was 
wounded for our transgressions. He was bruis
ed for our iniquities; the chastisement of our 
peace was upon Hint; and with His stripes we 
are healed.’’

All these characteristics of the Messiah, the 
promised Sacrifice, are symbolic of the stars of 
Capricorn, This sign is called “The sign of 
sorrows**, “The sign of grief . “wounds , 
“bruises”, V

Capricorn bestows a star influence upon na
tives of this sign which demands perfection 
and blamelessness. W herever a fault, a broken 
law, a flaw is perceived, grief, sorrow and 
anxietv are felt until that condition is corrected 
The stars of Capricorn bestow upon those born 
under their influence the principles of law. 
order, organization, perfection and “ f "  
ness, Capricorn must replace fear wit fat

:  V S T R O - D  I G E S T FOR D  E C E M

—ignorance with knowledge sorrow fpr 
peace. It must rise above matter.

Karma—the Law of Compensation coufii' 
be halted, saith the stars of Capricorn, by a 
perfect sacrifice which would bear all our faults 
in one body and in one great sacrificial atone
ment. Through that sacrifice, nete life cotdd 
begin for all. When Capricorn ruled the earth 
during that sacrificial period, the Law was no 
longer one which man was fated or forced to 
suffer. He could change and alter his destiny 
and become, not a goat. a sacrifice to Fate, 
death and extinction, but a fish. Cor one was 
made sacrifice, for all time, that others might 
rise to new heights. In the body of tin celes
tial goat all the sins, errors, weaknesses, faults 
and accumulated Karma and fate of an erring 
Universe were piled. As Isaiah so aptly ex
pressed Christ’s Destiny

“He was wounded for our transgre: 
He was bruised for our iniquities.'

uons

This was the low. If man would accept 
that sacrifice as one made for him, he could 
then become 1 he Irish, the redeemed, and thus 
escape the penalty of death or bodily sacrifice 
for his own past misdeeds. He need no lunger 
In* saved or reconciled to God by “sacrifice , 
but bv faith.

To what do you | joint, stars of holy Capri
corn? t >f what are you really a symbol? Are 
you a svnihot of death and sorrow with your 
bleeding, slain, sinking Goat outlined among 
the stars—symbolized by their ancient names? 
< >r-—are von a symbol of “The cancellation of 
human debts” ? Methinks you are!

The Irish of Capricorn preaches the eternal 
message that sacrifice pays; that it is not in 
vain. It tells ns that the same line of compen
sation will repay the person who can or will 
sacrifice. It shouts aloud that sacrifice brings 
in return more than it has taken. It is the 
picture of the laze of cause and effect, of giv
ing and receiving, of breathing out of the body 
the dead oxygen, of receiving new life from the 
exterior life-giving forces of the Universe 
which are breathed and generated through the 
human hotly.

Capricorn tells the story of body (matter) 
and spirit. The body, a goat, sacrificed as the 
temple of the spirit. The mundane, earthy life 
with its sorrows, trials, pains, tremors, fears 
ami hardships becomes the battleground in 
which the spirit rides within the human body 
which lives in this life. The physical body be-
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comes “ I he Goat”, as it were, the sepulcher 
in which the spirit lives or dies, from which 
it is resurrected. When the body is sacrificed 
after its life of living, experiencing, sickening, 
fighting, fearing, weakening and dying, the 
spirit leaps triumphantly forth into a new plane 
of existence for it knows no death or cxtmc-\ 
tion.

Thus, the ancients believed in life after \ 
death. They believed in the invisible chemicals 
of the soul which would rise triumphant over 
every earthly sacrifice, pain or experience, 
which could never become the goat or remain 
earth bound.

Thus, when winter creeps upon the earth 
and the iev blasts of the North Wind fasten 
themselves upon us, the sign of Capricorn 
stands as a zritness to us who look above that

“If Winter comes, Spring cannot be far 
behind”.
As old life dies in the winter season, nezv 

life begins to nestle beneath the snows, nour
ished by the promise of the stars that life goes
on.

In individual lives, we find that Capricorn 
bestows great gifts upon those who are horn 
under its influence. If the Sun or Moon oc
cupied the sign of Capricorn at birth, or if 
this sign were rising at the hour of birth, Cap
ricorn then has a strong dominance over the 
nature and destiny. Many astrologers have 
misinterpreted Capricorn s influence—calling it 
sorrowful, bitter, suspicious, jealous and gener
ally melancholy. 1 Ids is the uegatii e aspect 
of Capricorn, when one allows the qualities ot 
this majestic sign to become too material or 
earth bound. When the native of Capricorn 
realizes his or her destiny, it will be through 
sacrifiée of the selfish motives. This does not 
mean that the life must be one of constant 
sacrifice, atonement and grief. Every Capri
corn person should carefully read and study 
the life of Abraham, the “father of multitudes 
Tor he is typical of the Capricorn paternalism 
functioning on the highest plane. Outy h o .,£  

V .  M I desire to serve the Gods that be 
' 1, ,,f willingness to sacrifice self (in

fe I M  his son which had been demanded) 
brought'Abraham to the mountain top * kn e  
r ih A c r ifia -  m  not necessary. 

t . r „nricorns (and the worlds) les- 
S  ,S,,W v U -?  sacrifice, you turn from 

son to learn - /  - Realize that the symlx.1
it. You are afra • of a sacrifice is but 
or outer mamfes which in turn is a
the token of the tnn

token of genuine love, if that spirit lies within 
you, you are willing to sacrifice anything in 
order to go on in the path of duty, loyalty, 
service and atonement. No longer will fear 
dictate your life to the extent that you close 
yourself within an icy wall of restraint. The 
effects you will experience, when you live by 
fear, are those of sorrow, grief, loss, coldness, 
unhappiness and loneliness. You will forget 
the “I” and think of the universal benefits to 
be accrued from any sacrifice on your part. 
You will he so afraid of fear that you will 
force yourself to sacrifice. When the spirit of 
true sacrifice reigns within you, you will no 
longer nourish fear of loss or sorrow. You 
will live by faith—knowing that you “cannot 
lose what is truly yours”. When Capricorn 
begins to live on a mental and spiritual plane, 
rather than upon that of the physical, then a 
new life will stretch before them in an endless 
vista of joy, beauty, happiness and great honor.

The true spirit of the Christmas Season is 
that of joy in giving, sacrificing and relinquish
ment. It is the spirit with which we end the 
old year—and face the nezv.

ir ★  ★

A s t r o l o g i c a l  G l i m p s e s
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Continued from Page 4

old. George White of “Scandals fame was 
a telegraph messenger. Charlie Chaplin was 
terribly timid and turned down his first movie 
contract because he was “afraid he would 
flop. If you are actually interested in obtain
ing the correct birthdate of some star, I might 
manage to get it for you if you’ll write me. 
Now don’t forget to send in your verse . . . 
and you might see it in print next month.

Your
P erson a l H oroscop e

For the Next 12 Months 

$ 10.00
Send your questions with your order for Tour 

Personal Horoscope for the next 12 months. Alma 
Crawford Granin* will write your Personal Horo- 
scope and deal with your problem* or questions.

Send your full birthdate (month, day. year of 
birth. Your pace of birth and hour of birth if 
this is known). Send your full birth name also. 
Mail your order to ^

The Granings 
Box 79i McAllen. Texas



LI FE' S  T H R E E  GREAT P R O B L E M S
By W. J. Tucker, D. Sc.

1H ER E  are three great prob
lems of life which every individual has to 
solve. Only by knowing and understanding 
the nature of these problems can an astrologer 
study individual reactions toward them, and 
thereby gain the only form of knowledge which 
will permit him to dispense competent advice. 
These three great problems of life which each 
person has to solve are

1. His adjustment to society
2. His adjustment to his work
3) Sex adjustment
Man is a gregarious animal. If the indivi

dual wishes to succeed in life, he must learn 
to get on well with others. But there are im
portant temperamental differences between one 
individual and another.

Some think too much of their own feelings 
and too little of the feelings of others. This 
inbreeds a type of sensitivity which makes it 
difficult for that person to adjust himself to 
society. His remedy is to learn to understand 
himself. By understanding the real nature and 
basis of his feelings, he can learn to conquer 
himself, forget his own selfish desires and 
emotions, and strive to understand the attitude 
of others who are likewise being swayed by 
those vague, inner promptings. By striving 
after such an understanding he will uncon
sciously be forming an ideal, and at the same 
time he will be successfully modifying his goal 
in life.

1. Supply his own physical needs
2. Control his feelings
3. Exercise his will by learning how to 

make up his own mind.
To supply one's own physical needs is to 

learn how to be independent ( not in the sense 
of anti-social tendencies) and self-reliant—a 
first requisite for self expression. By obeying 
the escape-impulse in seeking security under 
the protection of others, the individual ceases 
to be self supporting and is thereby denied 
complete sel f expression.

Another paramount necessity for complete 
adjustment to society is to learn how to control 
personal feelings. In this lesson is encom
passed the important principle of toleration.

As 1 pointed out in "The Principles of Scien
tific Astrology’’ (page 282) : "As units we face 
the fact of the conventions from the standpoint 
of our own individual inherent character. But 
the superior force requires that we be tolerant 
and remain respectons of those community 
conventions—with the result that life flows on 
like a tranquil sea.

Now and again human passions (inherent 
character) break out to create a storm in a 
teacup. But the conventions developed by the 
community have to be respected or the indivi
dual breaking them will pay the penalty—even 
to the point of annihilation—to the society he 
has outraged. Equilibrium has to be restored.”

If, on the other hand, such a sensitive per
son blindly obeys escape-impulses, he can never 
hope for a successful life. He must inevitably 
become a "hermit type”, living an indrawn, 
stunted life with a warped character and unde
veloped personality denied self expression.

I he person who fails to solve the problem 
of adjustment to society can never hope to 
achieve happiness. He has failed to find har
monious expression for his subconscious urges. 
While any of these basic urges remain unsatis
fied, he is clearly denied self expression.

To put this basic problem of adjustment to 
society in a concise form, it may be stated that 
the individual has to learn how to do three 
things.

So. instead of breaking out in fits of pas- 
sion or alternatively lamenting our lot, magni
fying our personal sorrow's, constantly solicit- 
mg the sympathy of others, we must learn to 
suffer without fuss—if we wish to succeed in 
life through self expression. This, after all. 
is t e on y way in wrhich to succeed in the 
ac levement of that illusive something called 

happiness which we all seek.

Learning how to make up one’s mind is an 
other paramount necessity-especiallv so 1  
«¡«-ns f m 'Jr̂ ose horoscopes the mutable

thrniurt j’.'irt,r'!’' II5-,r how many people drifi 
req" lrinS others to decide for 

|o«n> think for them and supply them with
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rcsdy-nuuif ideas and opinions! Few are they 
who arrive at conclusions independently 
through grappling directly with life’s ditfi- 
iitlties. l ew are they who will stand alone in 
the battle of life, For few are thev who have 
real moral courage. \e t  moral courage is 
something which is dented no one.

Of course, it does not fail to be the lot of 
every man to have that wide experience which 
alone brings a goodly measure of wisdom. I 
do not mean to infer that no one should seek 
advice from others By all means let us have 
all the advice obtainable, for we can never 
know too much about life and its problems. 
Then, when we have that advice, let us learn 
how* to utilise it to the best advantage so that 
we can make wise decisions But—let us make 
our atiti decisions. Then, if the results are 
tin fortunate, let tts profit by our mistakes» But 
do not blame the tlis|ictiiier of the advice whose 
opinions we have mistakenly adopted. Let os 
recognise that we were to blame in not making 
our own derisions. If wc do all this, we shall 
Slave learned the all important lc«***n of "how 
to make up our own mind/

I he problem of "how to get on w ith other 
people4“ !*, then* all imp »riant for «tern« ami 
happiness in life; astrologer* vttti%l n n g n iif  
this if thev wish to be of real « rirk t to tftrtf 
client* 1 hey most solve the problem of the 
’Vditarv child*’ to I »eg in with« and then extern! 
life principle to adult* with a view to imhictng 
(Item to |*artinpate In wuttr font» or other of 
community or club life with the ultimate object 
of making good mixer* of tltcftt,

01 course, we are here emteertted with gen 
era! principle* How the astrologer h o  to in* 
»tract lit* nidiv ¡dual client i* the subject of a 
U*>4 which I contetit)4ate writing later, the 
cttlttvattoti of fuel. for instance, t* a valuable 
adjunct in seeking *c«al adjustment. Learn- 
itg  the secret of persona) charm is another. 
Such thing*, however, 1 nuuform the general 
problem into an titdividisaUtik one. and es> 
tension in that direction is out of place at this 
stage

JLet us now turn our attention to man’s see* 
otid |irolkfn, which is that of adjustment to 
his work, ”

W e are u4d that it was the cooseKpinice of 
die sin of Adam and Eve that individual man 
wa* cvawlenuifd to work for his hvelthood by 
the sweat o f hit brow But whether or not this* 
is true, the first wfa* in the nund of man b  
"one must work to liw M!

Unfortunately, the idea that “one must work 
to live” often gives rise to another: the ques
tion of wages or remuneration for work per
formed. I say “unfortunately”, because the 
temptation is thereby present to think more in 
terms of money than in terms of suitable 
work.

Money, as most of us know, cannot buy 
happiness. Unless we are completely adjusted 
to a type of work for which we are physically, 
temperamentally and intellectually suited, we 
cannot hope to achieve happiness.

A man or woman who is a square peg in 
a round hole can never he happy, for he or she 
is eternally as uncomfortable as a person in 
til fitting shoes or clothing, or one who is per
petually suffering physical discomfort.

On the other hand, he who really enjoys his 
work f because it is the tvpe that enables hint 
to achieve complete self expressions remains 
unconcerned about the question of rate of pay. 
If it is equitable, dr provides for his simple 
needs and those of his dependents, he is happy 
itttl satisfied.

I he essential thing to observe is that the 
prudent of complete adjustment to one’s work 
ffrom (he standpoint of physical, tempera- 
mental and mitllectual capacity ) is of far more 
importance than pecuniary consideration. Un
less this problem is adequately solved by the 
mdivtduat there can he little happiness. There- 
fort, it must he forcibly brought home to the 
Astrologer that this h a primary problem to 
he tackled on behalf of the client whom he 
tiofjrs to benefit through the advice he is has 
rttg upon ho rose o pic considerations.

\ \ t  now come to the third great problem 
sex adjustment.

it t* because of the basic sexual urges ¡»t 
mankind that the “love, romance and marri 
age ' aspect of Aerology is so strongly em 
phasued by the popular press and by imiunier- 
aUe astrologers who seek to poptdan/r Vs 
irokigy.

Of course, many astrologer* fondly imagi»*# 
that they know alt about sex and people 
Xevenhetes*. from the visible evidence »L 
vkkrd by the type of advice which r n a n y ^  
thnu disprnse. it becomes obvious that th 
real knowledge of the basic problem* connect 1 
with sex adjustment is limited.

Love is a mam testatum of the libido i. 
capable of expression in many form* f .i ! 
film  the » te r  restricted way whichcome* wfitilf 
in the everyday physical «waning »,
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W licit sonic individuals choose to regard as 
hoc is a form of narcissism or self-love, 
founded upon selfish pleasure seeking, fliea i 
love for another person is only achieved when 
the lover has learned to give without demand
ing a return from his helov

As children, our self-love normally becomes 
highly developed. We learn to love ourselves 
be cause all our consciousness is focussed upon 
our individual needs and pleasures. We look 
upon our parents as the natural caterers for 
such needs and pleasures without once think
ing of recompensing them for their care and 
attention. But we have to learn to grow up 
and solve the problem of sex adjustment. The 
time and season of such lessons normally comes 
at adolescence, for it is then that we usually 
begin to take an interest in the opposite sex. 
This is natural, for sex is a gift of nature and 
is apparently designed for that express pur
pose.

Love of many persons o f  the opposite sex 
is possible, and indeed is perfectly natural, to 
begin with. But presently the sentiment be
comes selective as maturity advances. That is 
when love of one person of the opposite sex 
becomes the characteristic feature.

Such is the normal run of things. It should 
normally lead to sex adjustment in a perfectly 
natural way. But we have to consider quite a 
number of different cases.

First, we have the immature person: He who 
never “grows up.” He who is promiscuous 
in his affections and apparently incapable of 
real love for another.

In the majority of such cases, the trouble 
resides in an early fixation of narcissism. In 
other words, this person is a psychoanalytic 
problem. The only satisfactory correctative 
for his condition is psychoanalysis. Merely 
interpreting his horoscope is not going to help 
him. The rout of the trouble has to be sought
out, discovered, revealed and explained to him. 
1 hits, by bringing the facts home to his con

sciousness, the adjustment between his subcon
scious and conscious minds will be effected.
and correction will automatically ensue.

Then there are the innumerable cases m 
which sex has to be sublimated at lea>t for 
a time—by way of transform ing the sex im
pulse from the seeminglv natural goal to a sub
limated goal which has for general objective 
the utilization of the creative forces (which 
are the bases of the sexual impulses) to cre
ative art.

We are often informed that w&rk is the 
proper remedy for unrequited love. I he real 
inundation for that suggested remedy centres 
in this mode of sex-suhlimatiou. It affords 
the perfect outlet for these vital creative forces 
by obviating the formidable dangers of sex 
repression.

\ liirdly, there are the innumerable cases in 
which the sexual urges are employed to per
verted ends.

There is no intention of making this study 
one of the sex question. But the matter has 
to be introduced because it is one of the three 
fundamental problems o f life  with which even- 
individual is confronted. Like the other two, 
it ceases to be a problem when one understands 
and knows how to handle it. I have therefore 
endeavored to show that forms of narcissism 
are the root of most sexual problems which 
strike at true love and a happy sex adjustment 
in matrimony. Unless the ideal has been 
achieved—the ideal being perfect sex adjust
ment in matrimony—the solution to the prob
lem resides in sublimation.

In order to be of real service to humanity, 
astrologers should study the problems of their 
clients with these facts in mind. They should 
dispense advice in accordance with individual
istic findings. Actually, a greater responsi
bility lies upon the shoulders of the astrologer 
than he may realize. Other things besides the 
self-seeking wishes of a client must be con
sidered, weighed and assessed, before coming 
to a conclusion on which advice is to be based.

HAVE YOUR POEMS SET TO MUSIC 
by Professional Composer of Songs fea
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“ T O M O R R O W ' S  H E A D L I N E S ”
Predictions fo r  December

B y  A l m a  C r a w f o r d  G r a n i n g
★

“Not what ice have, hut what we use 
Not what we see, but zchat we choose,
These are the t/lines that mar or blesso
The Sun of human happiness.
The things near by, not things afar,
Not zchat zee seem, but zchat zee are,
These arc the things that make or break, 
That give the heart its joy or ache.
Not zchat zee take, but zchat zee give,
Not as zee pray, but as we live—
These are the things that make for peace 
Both note, and after l  ime shall cease."

Selected.
★

Astrology Brings Tomorrow's News Today

T he question of /van- or
I Tar 11 iii\' now present grave problems. Ameri
can leaders will be confronted with more seri
ous foreign (piestions and disputes. Late 193b 
will be a perilous time for European countries, 
as well as those of the far East. Economic, 
war and weather conditions may produce ter
rible suffering and havoc in many parts of 
the world.

Mars in Libra usually denotes the violation 
of treaties, broken alliances between nations 
and people, ruptured foreign relations and in
tense disputes about justice and public rights. 
Mars will be in Libra from October 24 until 
December 11. It then enters Scorpio. In Scor
pio, Mars (when making adverse aspects to 
other planets) denotes more famous purges. 
brutal warlike acts and atrocities which bring 
death to masses of people.

Frantic efforts to bring peaceful adjustment 
to world problems will be a keynote of Decem
ber. These may fail for I do not see a peace- 
ful solution to world problems—not, at least, 
until after April 20, 1939.

\ newer ful military and financial alliance 
,nav be formed between the United States and 

other power. Our national hand will be 
I l i  ai l  financial aid to foreign powers 
whUe some outstanding trade agreement may 
be completed. December will be a busy, but

not altogether safe or peaceful month for 
American ambassadors. Our national forces 
of defense will receive more prominent atten
tion. Deaths of eminent officials in the W ar 
and Navy Departments may occur. Disasters 
threaten army, naval and aviation forces. 
Revolutionary changes and adjustments in 
their personnel and functions may occur 
Speeding up of rearmament and improvement 
of national forces are indicated. Sabotage will 
be a grim threat in naval and aviation interests. 
Another naval ‘‘incident” in foreign waters is 
shown.

Deaths or changes may affect the Cabinet. 
Prominent statesmen may be taken by death. 
Sorrow will affect the W hite House and Presi
dential family. Discord and serious troubles 
in political and national affairs can be ex
pected. A dictator-like, authoritative program, 
unpopular with the masses, is indicated.

Relief and welfare matters may now cause 
grave concern. Riots and unrest will affect 
them. Efforts to speed up employment and 
accelerate industrial plans to put more people 
back to work will be delayed and hindered 
until after the 25th. Communistic moves, 
strikes and “left wing” activities will increase. 
Labor will be more militant and powerful. 
Heavier taxation and new restrictions can be 
expected for industry and business. A djust
ments in The Social Security program may be 
made. Extensive efforts are now shown to 
bring more harmony between capital, labor and 
government but these will be immature and un- 
Niicressful

The public will be excited about political 
matters. A crisis may arise in national and 
political a fairs between the 12th and 16th.

Public Health and Welfare

Health will need to be more carefully pro
tected this month. Influenza and other types 
of epidemic sickness may be more prevalent. 
Deaths from heart and kidney ailments may in
crease. Death of noted stars of the entertain
ment world is indicated. A noted publisher 
or writer may pass on. Children and young 
people should be more careful of their wel
fare. Violent crimes against them will in
crease. Cases of drowning, food poisoning 
deaths from drugs and increase of >uicides
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will be f eat ured in the news. Domestic quar
rels and marital scandals may reach a new high 
this month.

1 ravel disasters will increase, especially so 
around December 13, 15, 16, 22, 24, 25. The 
vicious cycle of aviation crashes which seems 
to occur around this time each year is apt to 
he repeated. The danger of fires, accidents 
and disasters in schools, theatres and places of 
amusement will be greater. Adverse dates for 
such happenings will be December 1, 2, 9, 10, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 24, 25, 30.

Storms, Floods, Earthquakes
Neptune's position in the fourth house of 

the United States' chart warns of peculiar, dis
tressing weather conditions, especially so in 
mid-December (between the 12th and 17th) 
and again around the 24th, 25th. Fog and 
wet weather seems to be featured during this 
period. The seacoasts may be particularly un
fortunate. Abnormally high tides may be re
ported. Floods may sweep many parts of the 
country. Earthquakes are apt to usher in the 
month (around November 30-December 1). 
and again between the 11th and 16th, 24th and 
30th. Various types of disasters around the 
world will tax the resources of the Red Cross 
and other agencies of aid. Mining disasters 
will be more frequent.

Agricultural, Crop and Land Prospects

Farmers may experience increased difficul
ties at times this month. Grains and foodstuffs 
will rise in price. Discontent in the agricul
tural districts may lead to New Deal losses. 
Property and land losses are indicated. The 
public should exercise unusual caution in in
vestment propositions connected with oil. min
erals and land. Wheat and grain futures should 
mark new “highs" at times during earlier 
December.

Financial Indications

I nusually bene tic financial prospects are 
shown at times during the month. Specula
tion and gambling will have particular appeal 
for the public. More monev should be in cir
culation. Business should report astounding 
sales and good returns. A period of loss and 
financial reversals will exist between the 12th 
and 16th, however, for which we should he 
prepared. The financial boom which seems to 
start at the first of the month may not fully 
develop, however, until after the 25th. The be
ginning of the Winter Quarter should begin to 
bring more prosperous economic and business

conditions. Financial activities, however, should 
now he planned very carefully in preparation 
for the astounding changes and unusual condi
tions indicated during early 1939.

The Keynote of D ecem ber

Adjustment of existing conditions will be 
the keynote of this month. Such adjustment 
will either be brought about through peaceful 
solutions of existing problems, or warlike 
declarations. December will be one of the 
most dangerous months of the year, fot ag
gression and the threat of war due to the de
mands felt by humanity for balance and har
mony.

Domestic, home, family, community and 
personal needs will be to the fore. People will 
be more interested in themselves and their pri
vate affairs. Improvements will be sought in 
individual lives and civic groups. Changes 
will occur in all factors of life, due to the urge 
of this month for Balance.

Change and upheavals can thus be expected 
as adjustments occur or are made to produce 
the true level or establish firm foundations.

Around the World Predictions
Canada: Difficult agricultural, land and 

political conditions are shown for this Do
minion. Much turmoil can he expected, with 
the threat of defeat, death and loss for high 
governmental officials or leaders. Excitement 
about Royalty will be a feature of the month. 
Deaths of Royalty or important dignitaries of 
state may occur. Children should be carefully 
safeguarded against illness. Crop losses will 
threaten. Fires, mining disasters and earth 
shocks are apt to occur from time to time 
Public health will not he favored. Financial
progress will he much better than may he anti
cipated.

. . - i---- ” niiccuni, t
pecially so around December §2 13 15 
through 29. Public health ami labor' matte 
. I c^Lls.e anxiety or trouble from time 

ume during the month, particularly on I
malt 'lt Si Re% 'ous- legal and education 
matters will be to the fore in public intere«
A noted wnter or publisher mav die. Prise 
escapa es will create high excitement. A 
t> ier prison break will threaten. A great de
n w " * 1 Cnm?' n,.vsterious suicides and ki< 
*  <mg may threaten. Gambling, racing ai 

. musement enterprises may experience seve 
,.,jh t ° r. rcstrietions. Xew financial activity 

^  ®ln to produce more prosperity in tl
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Japan: Huge financial expenditures will
continue to drain Japan’s resources. New eco
nomic and currency ventures are now indi
cated, which may startle other nations. Japan 
will continue her skid toward the threat of 
revolution which awaits ’round the corner of 
1939! Heavy war losses and disputes with 
other powers are shown. The people will be 
in a state of pitiable unrest and agitation. Dis
astrous aviation and shipping losses are indi
cated. Fires, earthquakes and storms (espe
cially along the seacoasts) will occur during 
the month. Royalty will be unfortunate.

Russia: Critical warlike conditions will
threaten this great nation. Mars will stir the 
people into an aggressive outlook, while Saturn 
will still further activate serious disputes and 
an impasse with foreign powers. Remarkable 
agreements are indicated with British and 
American interests. Russia should be on guard 
against plots, espionage and sabotage, particu
larly so between the 11th and 17th. and again 
around the 25th.

London: Feverish rearmament and mili
tary preparations will he stimulated. The pub
lic will he in a restless state of mind, fearful 
and uncertain. Radical happenings are indi
cated. Deaths of prominent statesmen who 
hold, or have held, high offices in the govern
ment, may occur. Agriculture will not he for
tunate, Exciting financial activities arc indi
cated. Huge expenditures will strain national 
resources. Deaths of capitalists may occur. 
Earlier December should bring marked finan
cial activity, speculation and a boom of the 
markets. Travel should he carefully planned, 
for aviation, shipping, motor and railroad acci
dents will Ik* more numerous.

Paris: Loss through her allies and treaties
mav occur. Deaths of high governmental offi
cials or former statesmen are indicated. A 
boom in the financial markets may be followed 
|iv severe losses and reversals. Aviation and 
railroad disasters are shown. Crop and agri
cultural losses may cause public unrest. Com
munistic outrages will threaten. France will 
experience extreme anxiety or peril in connec
tion with a neighboring country.

Italv: Ethiopia will be a menace to Rome’s
security and fortunes. Unrest of the people 
will grow greater as the month progresses. 
The theories of Church and State may produce 
extreme trouble for the government. Earth
quakes and storms are indicated. Public suf
fering is shown. Radical programs directed 
against the masses of people will be underway.

Huge expenditures will strain national re 
sources. A new military leader may loom 
upon the horizon. A purge or elimination o 
prominent national officials will threaten. Italy 
may play a deceptive game at the table of 
European affairs. Royalty may cause public 
sorrow. Deaths of those in high Church and 
national positions may occur.

Berlin: The terrific economic strain expe
rienced by this country may now bring the long 
heralded financial collapse! 1 his is most
threatening around December 12 . . . Extreme 
unrest of the people will threaten governmental 
stability. Crop and agricultural losss are indi
cated. Deaths of prominent officials are indi
cated. Some man who holds, or has held, a 
high position in the nation may pass on. Seri
ous conflict and further aggressive action 
aganst neighboring countries will exist. Milt- 
tary activity will be stupendous. Hitler, if he 
is still active as the ogre of European affairs, 
will be threatened by grave danger, especially 
so around December 12.

General predictions for the Continent are 
interesting. Some of these are based upon the 
Lunar eclipse of November 7, which will he 
powerful in its effects in ensuing weeks and 
months. An outstanding result or indication 
of this eclipse is that of the death o f a reigning 
queen* ( Such a prediction was made in earlier 
months of 1938 as the result of eclipse vibra
tions in Taurus; the death of Queen Marie of«Ah*
Rumania fulfilled the Astro-Digest predic
tion).

This eclipse falls in the Tenth House (house 
of government) of London, Paris, Madrid, 
Rome, Berlin and all central European coun
tries. The forces of law and authority will be 
weakened. Radical changes in government 
will threaten. New leadership will loom upon 
the horizon of European affairs. Revolution 
and overthrow* of old forms and systems will 
be attempted by the masses. Unrest will weak
en the powers of dictators!

During December, watch the increase of in. 
surance crimes—as Mars enters Scorpio 
People born in early degrees of Cancer, p |sce 
and Scorpio (around June 21, 22, 23; Febru
ary 19, 20, 21; October 24, 25, 26) should get 
some good breaks as the month ends . qu 
to Jupiter’s favorable vibrations, as it enter 
Pisces. A new business and financial improv 
ment should stimulate prosperity and 
optimism, after the 22nd. It may be tempora * 
ily halted in early January by sensational dqIL 
tical and national happenings . . .  A s tr i« J

Continued an Pag« 17 H B H
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he to the fore. This will be a favora * 2  
in which to finish uncompleted 
favors and generally establish your affairs on 
a firm foundation. Social and pleasure as 
ties will he more favored. Increase o f buying 
is indicated.

Sunday. December 4
Moon enters Taurus at 1 rOO a.m.

Mercury turns retrograde today, at 11:04 
a.m. Such a planetary influence tend* to halt 
things in their stride, as it were. Agricultural 
interests may be affected. Labor and employ
ment matters will be stimulated today, but ffliay 
lag hereafter until after the *3th. Startling 
news and political announcements are now indi
cated. Defer travel for the danger of accidents 
wdl be greater. {ion t start new activities today 
for thev would be subject to delays.

Thus used in Calendar of Day* is Central Standard lisae 
For Eastern Time, add one hour For Mountain Time, subtract 
one hour. For Facitic Time, subtract two hours For London 
England, add six hours

DAILY GUIDE FOR DECEMBER
Wi l l i  11 a y by  H a y  P r e d i c t i o n s

Prepared iiy P< iL Graninu

M o n d a y , December  $
Moon in Taurus

Mars forms a trine aspect to Jupiter which 
culminates at 5 :24 a.m. This planetary vibra- 
ttofi tends to activate financial and business 
matters in an exciting manner. Sudden mone
tary and currency changes may be announced. 
Speculative and investment activity is indi
cated. Increase of deaths and sickness may 
occur today, so defer trips or risks through 
which accidents and clanger could be attracted.

T hursday, December 1
Muon in I*isces, enters Aries at :0J p.m

Today is apt to be rather a frying time for 
health and business matters. Defer trips or 
new activities. Try to avoid melancholy or 
mental fatigue. Depression may be felt by the 
masses. Development of better conditions will 
lie occurring.

F riday, December 2 
Moan in Aries

More financial success should be realized. 
Promote your important interests* Better re
sults should be realized in working and busi-

FI ESDAY, 1YECE M BEK 6
Moon enters Gemini at 4:18 a.m.

I lie Sun forms a quintile aspect to Jupiter 
which culminates at 3:58 p.m. More pleasure 
and social activity are shown for today. Busi
ness anti financial progress should bring more 
optimism. I ravel and changes will be stimu
lated, Don t expect rapid or immediate cul
mination of your plans for an element of delay 
and uncertainty will exist during earlier Pe* 
eember which is apt to be confusing.
W ednesday, December 7 

Moon in Gemini
ness matters. Travel will not be favored. De
fer social or pleasure activities, for some dan
ger of quarrels and accidents will threaten.

Saturday, D ecember 3 
Moon in Aries

The Sun forms a trine aspect to Saturn 
which culminates at 9:29 pm. This influence 
should stimulate business, financial and national 
success* M o re  progress is indicated. Speculation 
may reach a ‘4new high.” Public affairs will

t ~ —* »••»x.-iM- aspect to ^ati 
which culminate, at 1 :IS p.rn. The <lan(
of storms and ad v e rt weather conditions v 
J* greater. Public health will not be favor 

• 1 ravel disasters are indicated. Labor and bu 
n«s may experience set-backs. Disapnoi 
rnents are more apt to occur today. An c 
so«!* ot injustice and trouble will need to 
met with optimum and confidence. De e“  
portant changes or plans. Public sorrow «  
be experienced. Safeguard finances



T hursday, D ecember 8
Moon enters Cancer at 5 :07 a.m.

Mercury forms a favorable aspect to Mars 
which continues through 5 o’clock in the after
noon. This should stimulate buying, finances, 
speculative and business interests. Expect 
some delays, however. It will be necessary to 
furnish more force to your activities to get re
sults or to bring things to conclusion. Em
ployment will be more favored. Today will be 
favorable for buying. Protect health.
F r id a y ,  D ecember 9 

Moon in Cancer
This will be a favorable day in which to 

direct vour attention toward home, domestic 
and personal affairs. W ork to bring more 
harmony and happiness into your life. Pro
tect health, for there will be greater danger 
of intestinal and stomach upsets. Conservative 
shopping and business activity will be favored. 
Be careful to avoid quarrels.
S aturday, D ecember 10

Moon enters Leo at 5:17 a.m.
Venus turns direct today, so that far more 

progress, happiness and cheer should begin to 
spread through our affairs. Pleasures and 
amusements will be stimulated. National a f 
fairs will be to the fore. Women are apt to 
furnish sensations today. Finances may be 
stimulated. Try to curb any tendency toward 
melancholy or irritation, for it will be less easy 
to remain cheerful and optimistic.
Sunday, 1 >ec k mhkh 11 

Moon in Leo
Mars enters Scorpio at 5 :02 p.m. Such a 

planetary change is sure to accelerate the dan
ger of accidents, quarrels, fires and various 
types of disasters around this date. Intense 
excitement may exist in connection with legis
lative matters. Deaths of those in high govern
mental positions may occur. Financial quar
rels and scandals may threaten. Plan a care
ful program through today, deferring travel 
or changes.
Monday, December 12

Moon enters Virgo at 6:37 a.tn.
The Sun forms a favorable aspect to Venus 

in the early morning hours, but the general 
trend between the 11 th and 16th will be un
favorable. Travel disasters are now apt to 
occur. Supreme Court losses may cause sor
row. Foreign affairs will be disturbed. Agri-* 
cultural losses are indicated. Health and work- 
in? matters will not be favored. An element

of confusion, scandal, secrecy and intrigiie may 
now be to the fore. Remain conservative and 
safeguard your interests. Don’t force issues, 
or yield to the aggressive impulses you may 
experience.
T uesday, D ecember 13 

Moon in Virgo
Mars forms a square of Pluto, while M er

cury squares Neptune shortly after midnight 
of the 12th. Severe weather conditions may 
be reported. Travel disasters are apt to occur. 
Aviation, especially, will be adversely affected.
I his period between the 11th and 16th may 

be another of those disastrous transportation 
cycles in which peculiar, unforeseen accidents 
and crashes occur. Safeguard important mail 
and communications to avoid loss or delay. 
Don’t place too much reliance upon news or 
rumors which come to you. Protect health, 
defer travel and remain serene, despite appar
ently disturbed conditions. Marked increase 
of deaths may be reported. Children and young 
people should be particularly careful. Heavy 
financial losses could occur. Speculation will 
not be favored. Grains and foodstuffs may 
mount in price, however.
W KDNKSDAY, DECEMBER 14

Moon enters Libra at 10:27 a.m.
1'he Sun forms a conjunction with Mercury 

in the early morning hours, while Saturn turns 
direct at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.* Today 
will he another unfavorable day when care 
should be taken in your affairs. National sor
row or difficulties may exist. Set-backs are 
indicated. Increase of deaths may be reported. 
Defer pleasures and social activities. Be par
ticularly discreet and avoid friction, if you are 
married or “in love.” Sex crimes and trage
dies arising from emotional entanglements mav 
threaten many people. Heavy financial losses 
could now occur.
T hursday , Decem ber  15 

Moon in Libra
The Sun squares Neptune at 4:25 p m  

bringing still more confusion and difficulty* 
Be careful during this adverse period to avoid 
deception and intrigue. Hoaxes, in world n 
tional and individual affairs, can be expected 
especially so around the 13th and 15th. p uy* 
health, employment and labor interests, tra C 
portation, radio, aviation and shipping i n t ~  
ests will be affected by extremely adverse ^  
ditions. Scandals thrive under such vit>ratiC° n~ 
Safeguard the welfare of children and 
loved ones. Avoid risks in pleasures or sportsf



Friday, December 16
Moon enters Scorpio at 5 :13 a.m.

Mercury will be in adverse aspect to Mars 
today, stimulating the danger of quarrels, ac
cidents and fires. Travel disasters are indi
cated. Weather conditions will not be favored. 
Political disputes and scandals may create na
tional excitement. Crimes may increase. Try 
to curb anger or irritation you may feel, and 
avoid recklessness. Pleasures will not be fa
vored.

Saturday, December 17 
Moon in Scorpio

More financial and business activity should 
now exist. Promote your important affairs, 
but do so carefully to avoid loss or trouble. 
Pleasures and social activities should be de
ferred, for the danger of accidents and quar
rels will still exist.

S unday, December IS 
Moon in Scorpio

A s t r o - D i g e s t  f or  D e c e m b ¡gj

Wednesday, D ecember 21
Moon enters Capricorn at 1 ’.39 p.ttt.

Today is the day of the New Moon which 
officially begins at 1 o’clock in the afternoon. 
More activity, progress and success can now 
be attracted. Press forward in your affairs, 
but remain conservative. Foreign affairs will 
not be favored, although they are apt to be in 
the limelight! Sudden upsets in financial circles 
may cause uneasiness. Don t start new activi
ties today unless you are prepared for delays. 
Danger of accidents will be greater.
T hursday, December 22 

Moon in Capricorn
The Sun enters Capricorn in the early morn

ing hours, while Mars forms a parallel aspect to 
Jupiter which culminates at 4:57 p.m. Today 
will be an important date in world affairs. 
Warlike conditions may be emphasized despite 
frantic efforts to maintain peace. Try to avoid 
unrest. Follow a routine program throughout 
the day. Stimulation of business should occur.

Mercury forms a favorable aspect to Jupiter 
today, which culminates at 6:07 p.m. This 
should stimulate travel, news, happiness and 
personal affairs. Better conditions should be
gin to exist. A more optimistic, harmonious 
spirit may now spread, to bring us closer to 
the true Spirit of the Christinas Season. The 
day will he favorable for correspondence, and 
adjustment of your affairs.

.Monday, December 19

Friday, December 23 
Moon in Capricorn

Important national and political happenings 
are indicated for today. Business and finances 
should improve. Promote your affairs but re
main conservative, lie careful not to accumu
late too much or expand. Radical changes are 
indicated during the evening hours, which 
should stimulate more successful achievement 
on the morrow.

Moon enters Sagittarius at 2:31 a.in.
Public health will not be favored today. 

More nervous strain and tension may exist. 
I ravel will not be favored. Upsets in working 

matters may occur. Army, naval and aviation 
interests are apt to suffer set-backs: disasters 
could affect them. More public activity is in
dicated, however, so that business and trade 
will be stimulated.

Tuesday, December 20 
Moon in Sagittarius

The Sun forms a favorable aspect to Jupi
ter which culminates at 4 :06 p.m. This should 
bring more activity in business and financial 
matters. Travel will be stimulated, although 
the danger of accidents will still exist. News 
and correspondence will be favored. Foreign 
affairs may be more promising. Important 
happenings may make this a “red-letter” day 
of the month. Promote your affairs to bring 
more gain and success.

S a t u r d a y , D e c e m b e r  2 4

Moon enters Aquarius at 1 :59 a.m.
Mercury turns direct at 5 :08 a.m., followed 

by a favorable aspect between Venus and Nep
tune which continues through the evening 
hours, until 9:11 o’clock. After that time, the 
ei emng wi ie extremely adverse. Upturn in 
usmess s ou d exist today. Buying power of 

the public should he stimulated in a sensational.
Z T C ?  T anner More happiness, good for- 
S  wi!I stir our general lives.

n . men ® can he realized. Important
b " 1  m o l / J T  are shown which should
mem v T L T T T  Pleasure and amuse- ment will he more favored
S u n d a y , D ecember  25 J S j f l

Mom in Aquarius M

•p.m.^This will1 ' f . i ro^ ra^e today, at 4:51 
aspect between Mars 'u* aciveFse
m the early morning h o i t T  T « S f  M
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dUaster* may I »a* reportwj, Thf MRCdful tîhÎMiiS 
of ( nriitma» belli may Hog out ittt<>tt ton* 
t iftion, intrigue ;i i if I mirent, I lUappohUmenti
and ne<1* ret norm►Wl» may he fuNtrred in many
lives, ( rimes inay increaiie, Wrath* r wilt not
be fit vaired!, p iety  (ItmiMet* are indictitcck
Health will neec1 tO 1H’ |j| fegnatded He very
careful in comieiI’tfon will 1 f(h»d and »(rink , for
danger of food jKliHoning and intoxicat ion will
he inleratified, Y»at can bring peace and har-
motiy into y oiu1 ciwn life today* dit**phe the
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Fat day, I December 30 
Moon in < lries

More progress and public activity 
e*ist. Health will need to be safeguarded, 
however. Promote your affairs in a confident 
manner, hut remain constructive and discreet. 
1 )efer travel today, for danger of accidents 
will he greater. Agricultural and weather con
ditions may not be favored.

trend to which other » may react
S.vr t* HO AY, IÎKCEM HER 31

Mon may, Dkckm hick 26
Moon enters Pisces at 2 11 f*,ni.

financial and husiiteiHi mat tern will be tut »re 
active today. 1 Icalih will not he favored, how 
ever. 1 he danger of accidents* crimes and 
sickness will Ik* greater. liefer travel and 
guard corresjMmdetiee or important messages. 
Plan a routine course today, to avoid eomplt 
cations,

T ckhoay, Dkckmbkr 27
Moon in Pisces

Secretive crime» may occur today. Aii etc 
ment of intrigue and deception will lie greater 
Things may scent slow and inactive. Adjust 
vont'sclf to conditions which may arise, rattier 
than try to force issues Defer travel or 
changes. Imp »Hunt develo)Mikeitts are .»head. 
Increase of financial and hu&tttess activity 
should Ik* noticed.

W kDKKSIMY* Dm tiMHKM 2K 
Moon in Pisces

More power, aggressive progress and activ
ity should lie noticed in our affairs, but remain 
couservaiive. laiforseett ^ td ack i or hin- 
dratures may lie encountered. Travel will nut 
lie favored. Foreign affair» may interfere 
with national progre»*, Trouble with ttclgh- 
I Miring countries may cause grave concern

TltCMIUAV, l >IM, ICMIIK.M 29
Moon enters - tries at 2 14 a,m.

Jupiter enters IH§cc* at noon * *. * and a 
new “start** hi celestial energy begin*, which 
may he a prelude to new condition! in world 
history- Fmattctal and Utfttttes* progfc** may 
lie more pronounced. 1% money activities are 
indicated. Remain eonaervative. however, for 
trouble lies ahead during tlte first three days 
m* , j  gnnor\ * r ‘'C that nsbs of a fitUMicial tm* 
ture sluniki note be curtaiksl More pleasure, 
happiness and succeta emt wstos an 
Weather catwlhion* may be adversely affected.

The danger of quarrels, fires and accidents 
will Ik* greater today, but more activity is indi
cated. nevertheless. Promote your affairs in 
a constructive, stabilizing manner. More ex
citement. amusement and pleasure will be 
sought hv the masses. He careful in planning 
vonr pleasures or celebration of Xew \ e a r s  
Kve— for the evening and night hours will not 
he favorable, shut . . *

Ron l ayage into 1 9 3 9 i

Tomorrow’s Headlines
Continued (tom Pa<jv 13

new kind of epidemic may spread . . . Science 
will announce spectacular medical discoveries 

Television will he boosted . . . Oil scandals 
and development* will he featured in the head
line* , , • «

Yugoslavia- Poland, Czechoslovakia, R u
mania, lithiopiu seem to be the storm-centers 
of the world, during December!
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H O U S E  E X P R E S S I O N S
By Dr. Gustave  E kstrom

*

In our analysis o f I louse Expressions, it 
must be borne  in mind that they are not com
plete but refer to certain mental and basic 
reactions of the relationships of signs and 
houses without planetary interpretation. Our 
subject in this issue is “Mental Expressions”, 
dealing with the Third House and sign influ
ence to other houses and zodiacal signs. The 
positions of the planets will determine varia
tions in the analysis. The planets’ positions 
will be dealt with in future articles.

★

MENTAL EXPRESSIONS
Aries: Interest in objective and subjective

matters. Must watch mental attitudes. Is in
dependent. Wishes to be considered important. 
Often feels that money aids importance. Dis
likes opposition and resents parental authority. 
Desires friendships. Sometimes marry first 
love. Social and affectional life depends upon 
the type of associations. Deaths in the rela
tionships are keenly felt. Many experiences 
with relatives. Thinks himself an advisor to 
employees. Particular about food, illness arises 
from nervous strain. Impatient of illness.

Taurus: Needs to broaden mental outlook
to avoid dogmatism. Reserved and secretive. 
Psychic interests. Mental and religious interests 
are important as he grows older. Institutional 
interests are cultivated. Mental enjoyment from 
possessions. Service and duty dominate in 
matters of partners and associates. Aids 
friends and expects them to do the same for 
him. Stubborn about giving money as a loan. 
Wishes to be better off than relatives. Often 
travels in connection with business. Curious 
about credit standing of other people. Wel
fare of children is important. The children 
are often a cause for concern.

Gemini: Can use higher senses in serving
others. Too much detail affects the nervous 
system. Natural flare for publicity. Is apt to 
display the feelings. Has a fondness for in
vestigation, science and literature. Must have 
a sjHicial interest in the personal life. Gains 
through writings on occult and secretive mat
ters. Sometimes there is a tendency tô  be 
tricky and selfish in money matters. Desires 
the endorsement of friends. Capable of con
tacting the ideas of others. Many experiences

with relatives. Home and business are often 
linked in some manner. Finds pleasure in 
travel and educational interests. Children often 
travel.

Cancer: Psychic mind. Interested in the
unknown. Strong imaginative facult}. Cap
able of skillfully expressing the ideas. Ten
dency to fear. Dramatic and public expression. 
Sensitive to expressions and vibrations of 
others. Should be careful in selecting a part
ner. Has innate desire to own home and en
joy comforts. Many experiences with friends. 
Inner urge to be of service to others in a men
tal way. Health affects the mental attitude.

Leo : Innate faith that things will work out
all right. Determined, confident and creative 
mentality. Interested in dramatics. Finan
cially capable, although Leo needs a large in
come. Occult interests. Mental outlook is of 
utmost importance. Strong sense of duty to 
employers, although Leo dislikes to take 
orders. Ambitious, capable of organizing. In
clined to over work. Leo’s views are affected 
by others. Mental and religious outlook of 
partner is important. Has an inner under
standing of life and the unknown. Death of 
partner’s relatives cause deep concern. Fear
ful of home affairs and welfare of relatives. 
Many experiences among friends and in soci
ety. Interested in children.

Virgo: Home and family affairs have a
definite influence upon the mental outlook. 
Mentally capable and discriminating. Wants 
no interference in private affairs. Mental at
titude is affected by finances. W orries about 
children and friends. Marriage and business 
are important. Desires partner to have a good 
standing in life. Health is apt to be affected 
by relatives and marriage, as well as by mental 
attitude and environment. Interested in hy
giene, social service and nursing. A variety 
of interests attract the attention: philosophy, 
religion, education and scientific studies.

L&ra: Sensitive about what others may say 
or t in . Social and occult interests of a secret 
nature. Understands public psychology. Has 
a good mind if it is applied. ^Sociable, cour- 
eous, a fable, pleasure loving and artistic, 
on o children. Gambling tendencies some-
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times develop. Many experiences in connection 
with home and finances. Opinion of relatives 
and neighbors is important. Enjoys associa
tion of superiors. Outer appearances are con
sidered. Builds confidence. Enjoys prestige. 
Capable in many professions. Finds enjoy
ment in interests relating to philosophy, sci
ence, publishing, travel and literature. Dreams 
are sometimes prophetic.

Scorpio: Mentally capable in occupational
and business affairs. Often successful in edu
cational and religious subjects. Intense long
ing for journeys and travel. Has natural 
understanding of healing and health problems. 
Interested in children. Wishes to exercise 
power over friends and associates. Works 
better in a domestic environment Much 
thought is given to parents and the home. 
Needs to guard against intrigue and expres
sions which of fend others. Disappointments 
arise through partnerships. Enjoy* occult and 
mystical friendships. Death of a friend may 
have an important effect upon the life.

Sagittarius : Desires mental companion*
ships« Has an inner sense of justice, 
and outspoken in matters related to health, 
labor and finances. Believe* in mental power. 
Menially active in affairs connected with cMl® 
dren, writing, agreements, pleasures ami jour* 
iieyt, Affairs of home and domestic environ 
meni have an important effect on mental itti* 
inde. Expects partners and associate'* to he 
honest in financial affairs* but is often disap* 
pointed, Desires intelligent friend*. Friend* 
ships cultivated among religious, philosophical, 
educational and scientific people Desires to be 
in good standing with the public. Has a t|u*ck 
mind when it is developed. Often feels tm* 
portant.

7»
Cajun cant: Tactful and dignified. AwN 

lions. Desires wealth. Capable of expresshl| 
self control Desires to be well thought of. 
Seeks recognition among associates. Much 
thought given to finances and agecawmhs 
Mentally serious in the field of service and 
duty* Can handle responsibility * Health of 
relatives is important. Many short journey* 
mav he taken. Desires to accumulate for fu* 
tuii reserve Finds mental pleasure in so 
ddnn Has deep affections. Ekstres friend* 
among prominent people- Bnsin^s tBoften 
ino^Tmportantthan friendships. Imeresiedin

and politkai *** * * *  
umnaeerial ability. Educatiooal retigyus ami 

«Ejects will be favored for hmam*
TÉ

Aquarius: Mental interests tn ‘he unusual.
Attracted to science, mysteries. 
education and news. Deep urge to t rave - 
Benefits financially through sugges * 
others. Sometimes has heavy expe 
through other people. Mentally iietemii * 
Broad public interests. Innate desire 
someone to talk with. Many experiences in 
connection with home and d o m e s t i c  a ai 
Health of others causes concern. Original 
ideas pertaining to development of new veil 
lures. Dramatic inclinations, interested m 
children. Enjoys unusual occupations. Men
tally dictative. Highly prophetic nature. Many
friends and changes of associations» Ins i d

Pisces: Appreciates mental and spiritual
interests. Has a dual outlook on personal life 
and occupation. ( apabte of developing anc 
using the higher mind. Appreciates mental and 
spiritual interests. Gains through educational 
and religious pursuits. Has a tendency to 

»rrv and lv secretive in some things. A ffa i r s  
>r Height» w* and relatives are important. Many 

experience* with the home and associates. De
sires a public life and domestic life at wW6 
vuue time l ’foperty matters cause worry« 
Mental concern about health and children. 
Social and theatrical interests. Many psychic 
experiences and interests. Fond of animals. 
1 fed re* freedom from restraint* Has many
trial* in tile.

Z O S T A R
The Marvel Game of Astrology

A*tit**rt*«*i k* th« »romÌTi««it ff«»m Filmland, HOLLY
WOOD'S FAMOI7R ANTHONY ARIEL. ZORTAR Hm  trmpmé 
in* S«C *f «*»*1» !  •diti»» •nhatMt#d "ov«*ni*ht'*
tA# utrmrf |faAi*tÌMi MOW READY FOR YOU I

ZOETAR IS A GAME—ho* who* a «nm«t T lo f ln *  wttk tha 
lum " | M«it «ad an »mum lontrwtlon aw«» mndn to |tt|,

parior mtmrtMinmmnl. Root. »fmpla for anyone (o andar» 
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LIVE AND LOVE
By P. H. Graning

“/  hold it true that thoughts arc things 
Endowed with being, breath and wings 
And that n r  send them forth to fill 
The world with good results— or HL 
They follow the late o f the Universe 
Each thing creates its kind.
.dud they speed o'er the track to bring von 

back
It halever went out front your mind."

selected
#

T h e  CONDITIONS and de
tail* uf our emotional life  alter and varv. Cir
cumstances change. The barometer of our 
happiness and enjoyment of life rises or falls 
according to tltose influences which affect our 
mental outlook and emotional impulses. VVt 
are content and inspired at one time; discon
tented and irritable at another. Qttr feelings 
and emotions undergo strange fluctuation« We 
can enjoy friendships, social and romantic tie*; 
then again these bore trs. or we feel repulsed by 
those whom wt ordinarily love and like

Wltat is the cause of otir changing nw s 
tional tides? If tie can understand that the 
energy which activates otir live» Is constantly 
altering and changing, just as the tides« we 
then tan more intelligently develop compassion, 
sympathy and patience in ottr erootkxial and 
persona! relationships* We can aim establish 
more »elf'Control (hatame) in our own ett*> 
tional centreŝ

Astrology lielps u» to live more abundantly 
and happily. At the times when configura
tions exist which warn u* of discordant energy 
which is apt to produce stormy relations with 
other people or disturb the regular harmony 
and normal procedure of our lives, we can he 
prepared for such condition*. We can con
sciously determine that the balance o i om ow n  
temperament will not be disturbed. These 
times when em otional tests arise are cm 
cycles or ~tcsts** mhieh o f t «  w denm ne one f 
smoc*ss and curtail op£or,t*IU,*es-

^ L -  2 d  b X J d btemper or remain potsco ana **** ____  ̂ »
mam who attract* the o^ cct ̂
admiration of his feSosrs- The woetun  who
d erel̂ T u a U tm a 1  her H  g g g *

to the extent that harmony reigns within, dur
ing any time of mental or emotional strain, is 
the woman who rises to the place of happiness 
for which she yearns.

It might be a good idea to pause and analyze 
what we mean bv emotions. Feeling, which is 
expressed in so many countless, diverse ways, 
is the word we can choose to best illustrate the 
term “emotion.** “ Mow are you feeling to* 
day?“ is just another way of asking about 
vour emotional status at any particular time. 
Vent either feel well or poorly: you are at
tracted or repulsed by happenings, people or 
conditions. Your feelings rise and fall attuned 
to st»me peculiar, nameless, unfelt hut potent 
force of energy which tends to dictate them. 
Von. and you alone have the power to combat 
feeling and change it to a constructive channel 
of expression.

h’.tundon, itself, is neutral. It is fluidic in 
action, we might say. When expressed on the 
material plane for in physical form) it takes 
many forms, Constructively manifested, emo
tion assumes the expression of joy, love, 
friendliness, interest, grace, laughter, fellow
ship, enjoyment and all such forms. Negative
ly or destructively expressed, emotion- is ex
pressed through the channels of hate, venge
ance, jealousy, suspicion, unfriendliness, cold
ness, dislike and cornbativeness,

• Hir emotions are influenced by many vary
ing stream.» of energy which are analyzed 
through Astrology. Mars, Saturn, Jupiter, 
Venus, Neptune and Uranus have a stupend
ous part to play, astrologically shaking, in our 
emotional relationships and experiences. When 
we feel “gay” and romantic, Venus is the 
planetary energy to which we are reacting, 
When we feel «piarrelxorne, angry, combative 
aiaf emotionally aggressive, stirring to the 
dig blest touch or smile, .Mars is responsible. 
\k ben wg feet cold, friendless, suspicion* or 
fearful» ol Saturn is to blame. Neptune is at 
the helm when we feel restless» dissatisfied» 
secretive, tempted to become involved in schem
ing intrigue or secretive relationships to escape 
***** dissatisfying element of l ie . When we 
became aroused to adventurous» vigorous* sepa
rative, erratic search for love, romance and |  
^pface in the Sun, ” to the point that we may > 
break all laws of conduct to release our feeT
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which dictate action, then it is that Uranus 
is dictator.

Our innate temperament and emotional na
ture must be known and understood, in addi
tion to the temporary planetary influences 
which accelerate or retard our natural emo
tional expression. If trouble, disappointment 
or heart ache loom before you during any part 
of the year, defer your important social or 
friendship activities until a time when more 
auspicious, harmonious conditions will exist to 
stimulate enjoyment, happiness and gain. 
Know the “times and seasons” along the emo
tional route you are to follow at any time.

And now, let’s review the emotional trends 
of December, so that each of us may have a 
general understanding of the forces which will 
affect our happiness and enjoyment of life 
during that month.o
A ries (those born between March 21 and 

April 20) :
Friendships and social matters should be 

especially favored for Aries people. Unusually 
fortunate friendships can be attracted. Gain 
and favors from friends and people who care 
for you are indicated. A more friendly, social 
type of life can be enjoyed this month. You 
who have birthdays on March 31, April 1, 2 
may experience somewhat disappointing or 
restricting conditions at times this month. 
Saturn in your own sign of Aries tends to hold 
back your happiness or it may cause sorrow 
or anxiety in connection with others. Watch 
your mental and emotional reaction to disturb
ing conditions, to avoid becoming cold, sus
picious or melancholy. The critical time of 
the month for Aries people seems to center 
around the 12th through 16th, when upsets 
in connection with other people could arise. 
Marriage and romance will now beckon to 
many of you who are born in this sign. More 
activity will exist in connection wth loved ones 
or close associates. The test for Aries people 
will be that of co-operation and patience with 
others. You are apt to feel less considerate or 
patTent from time to time.
T aurus (those born between April 20 and

May 21) :
I less happy, serene month may he experi

enced by many Taurus people Thpr :will be_a 
time when you who are born between April 20 
1 2  May 4 will need to more carefully protect 
your affairs to avoid difficulties or double. 
Your emotions are now apt to be aroused to a 
higher pitch. You may feel more aggressive

>r easily angere< Less emotional rest rami
inherited, Difficulties in family, marita m 
riendship ties are apt to threaten front tim ' 
0 time. Don’t expert your emotional hre 
ie altogether smooth and harmonious, 
me you love may cause anxiety or su 11it 
■ow between the 13th and 17th. I )ou l depend 
00 much upon others this month, t ^ A  
leccptive or disillusioning trend is apt to rc 
experienced by many 'Taurus people w msi 
•motional affairs are disturbed and 
Keep a firm grip upon your feelings an< < on 
ret involved in quarrels or complications with

Gemini (those born between May 21 an 
June 21):

Far happier conditions should generally exist 
for Gemini people this month. However, i 
you are horn between June 13 and 17th it will 
be necessary for you to more cautiously safe
guard your affairs; some disturbing influences 
will be felt in family, marital and emotional 
relationships of people born on those dates. 
The health or working affairs of (*emini peo
ple may interfere with pleasures or social ac
tivities at times during December. I bis is 
espceally apt to threaten between December 12 
and 17, and again around the 24th, 25th. More 
romance, love affairs and pleasures should be 
generally enjoyed by you who are born in this 
sign, especially so between the 1st and 11th. 
This will be a month when you can attract 
worthwhile things and people. Your emotional 
nature should be more optimistic, cheerful and 
inspiring. Nervous strain may he felt, at 
times, in connection with intimate associates.
Cancer (those born between lime 21 and 

July 23):
Cancer people can prepare for a very ex

citing month. Your emotional interests will 
be of major importance. More love, romance, 
happiness and pleasures can be generally en
joyed until the 12th. The period between the 
12th and 17th is apt to cause intense emotional 
and mental strain. Quarrels, the danger of 
accidents or strain upon the heart ties will be 
more threatening. Sudden upsets or separa
tions from others could occur during that time, 
especially. Watch your emotional outlook, to 
avoid being too sensitive. Your feelings will he 
stronger and closer to the surface so that it 
will be less easy for you to use restraint. Sonic 
relative or neighbor may cause anxiety. More 
amusements, pleasures and social activity 
should be enjoyed this month. You who H  
constructive and wise should he able to enjoy
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more fun, love and excitement in connection 
w ith loved ones than has been the case in sev
eral months. This is a time when Cancerian 
people can realize new love and romance, if 
y o u  are so interested; or stimulate more genu-• , , o
ine happiness with existing love ties and do
mestic associations.

Leo (those born between July 23 and Aug
ust 23):

Leo people have a far more exciting, promis
ing period during December. One adverse 
trend will exist between December 12 and 17, 
however, which could cause intense emotional 
strain. Loved ones could cause sorrow or dis
appointment. Emotional matters will need to 
be carefully safeguarded during that time. 
Don’t expect too much of others then, or let 
your feelings dominate your decisions. Plea
sures and social activities should be deferred 
at adverse times this month. The 3rd, 8th, 
20th will be the most favorable dates in De
cember for your social, pleasure and emotional 
interests. At times, you are apt to feel less 
serene or happy with others. The danger of 
quarrels, intense mental unrest and irritation 
will thus be greater. The month seems to test 
your ability to adjust yourself and your own 
inclinations to others! Marriage will be more 
favored this month. Domestic and family af
fairs may cause strain or friction after the 
11th.

V irgo (those born between August 23 and 
September 21) :

Somewhat secretive friendships or romantic 
attachments are now indicated for many Virgo 
people. More correspondence, pleasant invita
tions and short trips may be stimulated this 
month. Relatives should generally prove to be 
a source of greater happiness or good fortune, 
although strain or irritation could arise in con
nection with them between the 11th and 17th, 
and again around the 24th. Domestic and fam
ily matters may demand more attention, so that 
your private life will be more important to you 
this month. If you are born on September 15, 
16, 17, 18 Neptune will be adverse to your 
complete happiness. Anxiety, secret matters or 
intense emotional strain may be felt from time 
to time in connection with loved ones and close 
heart ties. You should carefully safeguard 
your affairs to avoid deception or disillusion
ment. You who feel the strong tug of emo
tional attraction for others should closely ex
amine their stability and reliability before trust
ing your feelings too greatlv. December willO I

really be a month in which Virgo people will 
be wise to “mark time” in important emotional 
matters, rather than expect too much from 
others.
Libra (those born between September 21 and 

October 23) :
Romance will be actively stimulated in the 

lives of many Libra people. More pleasures, 
amusements and emotional enjoyment of life 
are now indicated. You who are married may 
experience difficulties, however, in connection 
with the partner. You will need to carefully 
watch your own emotional outlook in order 
to avoid coldness, melancholv or anxiety in 
connection with others. Friendships and social 
matters may cause trouble or prove very ex
pensive to you between the 11th and 17th. A 
very deceptive or disturbing trend is then apt 
to exist in your emotional and personal rela
tionships. This is a month in which it will be 
necessary for you to keep balanced and har
monious with other people, rather than force 
issues. Your pleasures or emotional relation
ships are now apt to prove more expensive or 
demand more attention than is wise. You will 
be more magnetic, aggressive and dominating 
so that it may be less easy to get along agree
ably with other people.

S corpio (those born between October 23 and 
November 21 ):

Venus will be in your own birthsign of 
Scorpio all this month. This helps to balance 
and harmonize your affairs, especially so if you 
are born between November 11 and 21. More 
love, favors, gifts and emotional happiness can 
be attracted. You who are born between Octo
ber 23 and November 6 will need to more care
fully safeguard your affairs after the 11th. 
I he threat of quarrels or emotional strain will 
e greater, particularly so between the 12th and 

t . t will be less easy for you to control 
vour ee mgs. Intense anger, dislike and a too 
aggressive attitude could cause serious troubles 
to arise with other people unless you keep a 
irm grip upon your feelings and impulses. 

Friendships and social affairs will be more
l^ T m i thf  m° nth except on the 13th, 15th,
I , ■ ‘ f *1C anSer ° f  disillusioning experiences, 
false friends or disappointment Tn social mat
ters will exist at those times. Don't let your 
S i  dominate your decisions or life this 

/ •  UT  WUI b e a te n . T ry  to be a 
r£ n anc  ̂ understanding companion,

wh if ing the OVe and ha°nony in life for which you yearn.



S a g i t t a r i u s  (those born between November 
21 and December 21) :

\o n r  friendship, social and emotional inter
ests will be stimulated in a very happy manner 
until the 12th. Plan your important activities 
during the earlier part of the month. More 
happiness and enjoyment of life should be 
realized. Important friendships and gains 
through others are indicated. Somewhat se
cretive good luck or friendships are apt to 
exist for many Sagittarius people. Your emo
tional and mental outlook should be more free, 
hopeful and optimistic. Trips, correspondence 
and invitations are apt to figure more promi
nently in your plans. With the 12th, however, 
a less happy, carefree condition may be expe
rienced. This is especially true for you who 
are born on December 13, 14, 15, 16. Upsets 
are apt to occur in your personal life. Decep
tive or troubled elements are shown. Keep 
your affairs safeguarded from the imposition 
or intrigue of others, avoiding all secretive or 
questionable associations through which unhap
piness or trouble could come. Sagittarius people 
are apt to feel more irritable, tense or restless 
between the 12th and 17th. Unwise decisions 
or quarrelsome conditions are then apt to be 
experienced.
C a p r ic o r n  (those born between December 

21 and January 21) :
Well, you children of Capricorn have an 

especially exciting month ahead of you! Venus 
will stimulate friendships and social activities. 
More fun and enjoyment of life should be 
realized between the 1st and lltli, and aftei 
the 17th. The period between the 12th and 
17th will be somewhat trying or quarrelsome. 
Friends are then apt to cause trouble or diffi-

ties. Other people may be ill or create strain 
| you. Social and friendship matters will be 
finitely adverse during* that time. Secret 
nity or disappointment could be experienced, 
anus will generally stimulate more excite
nt and emotional activity this month. “Love 
first sight” may be experienced by many of 
|  Capricorn people who are married are 

to have some friction or anxiety arise in 
mection with the partner. The family and 
nestic affairs may cause sorrow or restnc-
1 front time to time this month, especially 
VOU who are born on January 1. J  |  ¡¡¡1

look should expand and grow far more op-
listic as the month ends. 
u a r i u s  (those born between January 21 

and February 19) :
\miarius people who are born between Feb-
2  11 and 19 should experience more good

luck, happiness and enjoyment of life J 1S 
month. Jupiter will help to expand and im- 
prove your personal affairs. You shou 
more optimistic and hopeful, better able to a 
tract good fortune, love and favors. You w o 
are born between January 21 and February 
may experience more strain, friction or irrita 
tion during December. Mars and Uranus wi 
be adverse to you, tending to cause family up
sets and emotional strain with loved ones. 
Watch your emotions, so that reason and dis
cretion dominate your trend of life. Trouble 
through or with others will be more threaten
ing, especially so between the 12th and 17th. 
More popularity can be enjoyed by Aquarius 
people. Friendships and social matters will be 
particularly activated, but adversely so between 
the 12th and 17th, when a deceptive or secre
tive influence is apt to exist in friendships. 
Disappointment may then be experienced, in 
your anticipations of happiness or gains from 
others. Be a friend this month. Unexpected 
happiness from one who loves you may cause 
surprise.
P isces (those born between February 19 and 

March 21):
You are apt to be mentally disturbed at times 

this month, so that unrest, fears or material 
responsibilities interfere with your complete en
joyment of love and happiness. You who are 
married may experience anxiety or strain in 
connection with the partner, especially so be
tween the 12th and 17th. In all intimate, 
close associations of Pisces people, an element 
of secret enmity, rivalry or disillusionment will 
threaten. You will thus be wise to safeguard 
your interests, to avoid loss or trouble through 
others. This is particularly true for you who 
are born on March 12, 13, 14, 15. Pleasure 
trips, correspondence with people at a distance 
and new friendships should bring more enjoy
ment this month. Pisces people will now have 
better opportunities to attract worthwhile 
things and people. More love and enjoyment 
of life can be realized at favorable times of 
December. You are apt to be more aspiring 
and thrilled with new plans, rather than with 
ordinary pleasures or amusements.

P E R S O N A L  S E R V IC E

IADIANT VIBRATION OF NERVE FORCE AT h o m e . B ecom e 
a Giant in Energy and Mental Power. Price $1.00. 

no charge. Dr. Staebler, 79-20 - 45th Ave., Elmhurst, New York

want I WHEELBARROW or a Packard?
<> MANSION? Let Mias Linda Huh

rou want a W n t tu s A iv n u  »» or a racnard? a t rwi 
BIN or a MANSION? Let Mias Linda Huber M m °  
you in her amazingly helpful instruction folio that “W kA*’ 

You Desire Can Be Yours” . Do you want H ealth. 
and Success? Do you want to know how to  “ Vu

S f e V a n T o u t o f  2 « ^  « * * * ■  wffi?. only One Dollar, postpaid. Joel Tvliberg, 21 W illu tL  
(fc, Proctor. Vermont.
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Y o u  can take 
advantage of new opportuni
ties which arise this month.
December should °:enerally be 
a time of progress and 
achievement. I f you are born 
on April 1, 2 it will be neces
sary for you to more carefully 
safeguard your affairs, rather than start new ac
tivities. You should be prepared for delays or 
temporary obstacles. Income of Aries people should 
now improve. More ambition, hope and confidence 
should stimulate your outlook. Travel, news 
changes and higher aspirations are keynotes of 
progress this month.

Health and working interests will not be favored 
between the 13th and 17th. It will then be necessary 
for Aries folk to carefully protect their physical 
welfare. Travel should be deferred. Bad news and 
mental unrest could disturb your working affairs. 
Something of a secretive or fraudulent nature 
could then arise in your activities. You are apt to 
feel restless and dissatisfied, so that unwise de
cisions or changes could be made. Legal matters 
will be definitely adverse during this period of the 
month. The health, finances and affairs of another 
person are apt to cause anxiety or strain. Safe
guard the welfare of loved ones, and carefully 
avoid pleasure or financial risks.

At favorable times of December, you should be 
able to make far more progress and attract happi
ness or gain. Friendship and social matters will 
be extremely favored. New friends and acquaint
ances can prove fortunate. An expansion should 
exist in this phase of your life.'Mars will activate 
marriage, partnerships and public contacts, but 
with the 13th an adverse trend will exist in these 
matters. The danger of quarrels or strain with 
others will be greater. After the 17th, generally 
benefic conditions should once again help to benefit 
your heart ties and friendships. More love, gifts, 
favors and goodwill should be attracted from 
others at this Christmas season. I f  you can check 
your own restlessness and desire for big, quick re
turns you should be able to make this month count 
for real achievement! You will have to be more 
cooperative with others during December— that will 
determine the degree of success and happiness you 
attain.

The first week of December should be more fa
vorable for your affairs. Friendships, social and 
business activity will be stimulated. Marriage and 
romantic attachments will have greater appeal for 
many Aries people. Work to stabilize and har
monize your affairs. Travel, legal matters and cor
respondence should be activated for many people 
born in this sign. Higher aspirations and marked 
ability to achieve your ambitions are keynotes of 
this week. Don’t expand or spend too much, as 
you 11 be inclined to do. Follow an even, harmonious 
road of life. Build your health and vitality. Get 
important tasks done. Finish the work you mav 
have started.

The second week will be favorable until the 13th. 
Social and friendship matters should prove bene
ficial. Enjoy life and endeavor to harmonize your 
different associations. Promote the important plans 
or activities which demand your attention. Forge 
ahead in a generally optimistic manner but remain 
conservative. After the 12th, an extremely adverse 
trend will exist which continues through the 18th.

During the third week, health, finances and af
fairs of other people may cause strain or trouble. 
Health and work will need to be safeguarded. 
Upsets are indicated. Travel or legal matters will 
not be favored. It will be less easy for you to get 
along with others. Pleasures, financial or emotional 
matters will not be favored. Protect the welfare of 
children and other loved ones very carefully. Defer 
changes. Don’t trust your own feelings or impulses 
too greatly, for you could be mistaken.

The fourth week should definitely improve your 
prospects, although health and working matters 
may still require careful attention. The danger of 
quarrels or strain in connection with others will 
be greater on the 24th, 25th. A  more happy, har
monious time should be enjoyed, however, if you 
can restrain your own impatience which you may 
ee . e last four days of the month will activate 

your business and public interests, so that more 
activity and progress should exist.

Favorable days: 1 through 12. 19 through 26, 29,
30, 31

Unfavorable: 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 27, 28

F °r more information of your future get “ Your 
Analysis of 1939.**



For Those Born Between 
A pril 20 and May 21 

M

T h i  S month
may not be altogether happy 
or harmonious for Taurus 
people. More friction, delays 
or hindrances are apt to be 
encountered. It will be less 
easy for you to advance. Vari
ous interests of life may cause 
anxiety or strain. \  ou will have to be constructive 
and conservative. The threat of trouble through 
or with other people will be stronger.

Business, working and financial matters should 
be very much favored between the 1st and 12th. 
Forge ahead in your affairs during that time. 
Finish uncompleted work and do your important 
tasks. More success should be attracted. This will 
be the time in which to promote those major work
ing or business interests which demand your at
tention. Employment will be generally favored for 
Taurus people. More gain and goodwill can be 
attracted from other people. Try to avoid over
work or strain, however, for you are apt to tax 
your strength and vitality. The tendency to work 
too hard or neglect your health due to working or 
business demands will be greater. Follow a con
structive health and dietary regime during earlier 
December, when this should be most beneficial.

Personal and emotional relationships are apt to 
be of major importance. Mars will disturb marital 
and intimate associations. The danger of quarrels 
or strain will be stronger, for you who are married. 
Friction will threaten. It will be less easy to co
operate with others. Enmity or rivalry may be felt. 
The health and finances of other people are apt to 
cause anxiety. You who are born between April 20 
and May 6 will need to avoid risks, quarrels or 
changes— Mars will be adverse to you after the 
11th. The danger of quarrels, accidents and strain 
is always greater at such a time. Some secretive or 
disappointing condition is apt to arise in connection 
with someone you love. You will be wise not to 
depend too much upon others. Safeguard the wel

fare of children and other loved ones, especia I f * *  
between the 13th and 18th, and again arotlti 
25th.

New financial or investment activities will not 
wise this month. Defer your important plans an 
new undertakings, for a far more auspicious 
cial influence is indicated in coming months w tc 
promises gain rather than loss or uncertainty.

The first week will be generally favorable for 
Taurus activities. More good fortune and achieve 
ment are indicated. Gains in health, working, busi 
ness and emotional affairs can be realized. Happi 
ness and good luck in connection with other peop e 
should exist. This will be the time in which to seek 
recognition or favors. Harmonize your affairs and 
bring peace and happiness into your associations 
with loved ones.

The second week should be favorable for your 
affairs until the 13th, although you should begin 
to safeguard your interests from the 11th on. The 
danger of quarrels, accidents and trouble with 
others will grow greater as this week advances. 
You are apt to feel rash and reckless. Emotional 
upsets are indicated. Quarrels with loved ones 
(marriage, romantic, family associations especially) 
will be more threatening. The danger o f violent 
upsets or accidents will exist for Taurus people 
and their intimate associates. Legal, financial 
and domestic affairs will not be favored. Defer 
all new undertakings. Safeguard your own health 
and personal welfare. Enmity may be fe lt from 
others.

The third week will continue the unfavorable 
aspects until after the 18th. A more rash, quarrel
some time may be experienced. Loved ones are apt 
to cause concern. A ll risks should be deferred. 
Pleasures will not be favored. Heavy losses or 
strain through others could be experienced. The 
danger of accidents and friction with others w ill be 
greater. Follow a conservative, restrained course 
of action. Conditions should begin to grow more 
favorable as this week ends.

The fourth week should be especially benefic, if 
you can control the emotional strain which is in
dicated. Defer really important matters until the 
27th. if possible. Changing, better conditions 
should begin to ease the tension which you may 
have felt earlier this month. Friendships, social 
matters and income will be especially favored as 
the month ends, especially so on the 28th.

Favorable days: 1 through 12, 19 through 28 

Unfavorable: 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 29, 30

For more information of your future get “You 
Analysis of 1939”
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^  Those Born Between M ay 21 and June 21

(^ E M I N I  people 
Will experience both favorable 
and adverse conditions this 
month. The period between 
the 1st and 12th is generally 
favorable for your affairs, so 
that you should actively ad
vance your interests during 
that time. Romantic, pleasure^ 
ters may take more time and attention during 
December. You will feel more vigorous, aggressive 
and emotional. Your own interests may have great
er appeal than friendships and social matters which 
seem to be disappointing or curtailed. You will be 
striving to realize new aspirations and ambitions.

With the 13th, Mars will begin to affect health, 
working- and business interests in an adverse man- 
ner. This will continue through the 16th. You will 
need to carefully avoid overwork or strain. More 
may then be demanded of you. Travel, correspon
dence, health and employment affairs of Gemini 
people will not be favored. Brothers, sisters and 
other close relatives may cause anxiety or trouble. 
A deceptive or troubled trend in domestic affairs 
may be experienced by many Gemini people during 
that time (especially so on the 13th, 15th). All 
agreements or intimate associations should be safe
guarded. An element of loss or enmity will exist. 
This is particularly true for you who are born on 
June 13, 14, 15, 16. New undertakings, schemes, 
investments or important deals should be deferred. 
Delays in realizing your expectations or gains from 
others can be expected.

After the 16th, health and working matters will 
be more favored, although more strain or harder 
work may exist. Later December will be a generally 
promising time for you who seek employment or 
business advancement. This will also be a splendid 
period for health and body building. I f  you are 
cautious and discreet, you should be able to make 
much more progress in your ambitious plans. I f  
you are too aggressive or become thoughtless, you 
can expect friction to exist in connection with 
others. December is a month when harmony, co
operation and closer association with others will 
be the keynote of progress.

The first week will be generally favorable for 
Gemini affairs. More progress and opportunity 
should be realized. This will be the time in which

to forge ahead to finish uncompleted work or 
terminate your important activities. Important 
agreements or plans in connection with other 
people may be to the fore. Defer such matters after 
the 4th, however, for they are then apt to be un
satisfactory until Mercury turns direct on the 24th. 
Marriage, partnerships, romantic and emotional 
matters will be more favored during this first week. 
Plan your social, pleasure and personal activities 
for this time. Important correspondence, news or 
a trip may figure in your affairs.

The second week will be favorable until the 13th. 
An extremely adverse trend then commences which 
continues through the 16th. All important interests 
should then be protected. Defer your plans and 
new activities. A deceptive, troubled trend is apt 
to exist in connection with other people. Rivalry or 
enmity may be felt. Health will need to be care
fully safeguarded. Working and business upsets 
can be expected. More worry, anxiety and secret 
sorrow may exist. Don’t get your affairs involved 
with other people. Trips and legal matters will not 
be favored. Marriage, domestic and emotional in
terests of Gemini people will be troubled. Remain 
patient, diplomatic and agreeable. Maintain har
mony with others, and don’t force changes.

The third week will be more promising after the 
17th. Delays or disappointing conditions may still 
be experienced, however, in connection with other 
people. More co-operation and responsibility mav 
be demanded of you. Health and working matters 
can be advanced if you are careful to avoid strain. 
A tendency to overdo or try to accomplish too much 
will need to be controlled. Follow a routine pro
gram during this time.

1 he fourth week will be more favorable, although 
the 25th is apt to bring strain in domestic, personal 
and private affairs. Upsets in health and family 
matters could be experienced. Business and finan
cial matters will be more favored as the month 
ends. An upturn should exist in your affairs, so 
that you will feel more hopeful and optimistic.

Favorable days: 1 through 4, 7 through 12, 18
through 31

Unfavorable: 6, 13, 14, 15 , 16,

For more information of your future get “Your 
Analysis of 1939”
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For Those Born Between

Ju ly  23 and A ugust 23
*

I m p o r t a n t
planetary changes may now 
result in outstanding changes 
in Leo lives. The keynote of 
the month will be that of ad- 
jwsinvent to conditions rather 
than reforms. Try to maintain 
harmony in your personal and 
emotional relationships. You are apt to feel more 
serious, so that pleasures or emotional matters may 
not bring the enjoyment and happiness you seek. 
An element of friction and strife may exist from 
time to time as a test to your patience and co
operative qualities.

If you are born between July 23 and August 6, 
Mars will be adverse to your affairs from the 12th 
on through the remainder of the month. Such aO
planetary influence tends to create quarrelsome 
conditions, irritation and poor judgment. Family* 
domestic and personal matters are less serene. I he 
danger of quarrels and accidents is greater. In
vestments or impulsive changes in financial or 
private affairs should be deferred. More care will 
be necessary to avoid unwise decisions, haste and 
recklessness which tends to dictate mistakes you 
might later regret.

Plan a conservative financial course during De
cember, Neptune will present schemes, intrigue, 
fraud and disappointing propositions to many Leo 
people through which loss would be attracted. It 
a ill be more difficult for you to feel secure and 
content about money matters. This is especially 
rue between the 13th and 16th. I t  niay be neces 
ary to sacrifice for other people. Safeguard your 
inances more carefully from loss through others, 
investments or speculative risks will not be wise, 
-lain through past investments can be realized at 
avorable times of the month. \o u  may in i
lecessarv to be more c o - o p e r a t iv e  and patient

, I V trend of gam will»thers, m financial matters. j |  6
• . , vou can work w in  close■xist m your affairs, IS >v>u

issociates.

I ravel, news, correspondence and changes of 
environment will be activated earlier in the month. 
After the 11th, defer such matters as much as is 
possible. This will not be an auspicious time for 
major issues of your life to be decided. Your per
sonal affairs will be to the fore, demanding more 
attention and interest. You can bring more happi
ness and harmony into your life now if you en
deavor to do so.

I he first week will be extremely favorable for 
your affairs. More good fortune can be attracted. 
Pleasures and emotional happiness will be favored. 
Plan your trips, correspondence, changes and im
portant activities during this time. Press forward 
with inspiration. Finish up uncompleted work. This 
will be a fortunate week for achieving the things 
you may have planned for December. Exciting news 
and messages may be received. You should be more 
ambitious, progressive and aspiring. More activity 
is indicated in financial and social matters.

The second week will be favorable until the 12th. 
At that time, Mars will begin to adversely affect 
your affairs. Plan your important activities during 
earlier days of the week so that you can begin to 
safeguard your interests and be prepared for the 
unfavorable trend. From the 12th through 17th, 
an element of strain will exist in Leo affairs. Safe
guard finances very carefully on the 13th. Avoid 
new undertakings or risks. Pleasures will not be 
favored. Family and emotional upsets are apt to 
arise. Health and personal welfare will need to be 
carefully protected as this week ends.

The third week will be adverse until the 20th. 
Financial and emotional difficulties may threaten. 
Your own outlook upon life will not be altogether 
happy and serene. Defer pleasures. Curb expendi
tures as much as possible. A very deceptive or 
disappointing trend will cause secret sorrow or 
anxiety. Safeguard your own welfare, and that of 
loved ones on the 16th, especially. Better conditions 
should exist on the 20th, so that more happiness, 
love and good fortune can then be realized.

The fourth week will be generally favorable, 
although financial and emotional upsets are still 
apt to affect your affairs. Try to remain conserva
tive. Let the sunshine of vour own nature glow 
upon those about you. Make this a truly peaceful, 
harmonious Christmas Week, giving that which you 
wish to attract. Defer important plans until the 
last week. The last four days of December should 
greatly improve your prospects. Work and busi
ness will be more favored.

f avorable days: 1 through 11, 19 through 28,
29, 30

Unfavorable: 13, 14. 16, 17, 18, 27
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For Those Born Between A ugust 23 and Septem ber 21

m  'ECEM BER  
Mould be all exceptionally 
favorable month for many 
X irS° People. Although an 
adverse trend will exist in 
some of your affairs, progress 
can be realized. I t will be 
necessary for you to co-ope
rate and work with others to maintain harmony 
or securit) . At times you may feel nervous, strained 
and anxious about conditions. Don’t intensify 
seemingly unfortunate happenings or worries for 
you will be more sensitive to them.

Financial prospects will be favored, especially 
so during the first ten days of the month. Mars 
indicates increase of income and earning power. 
More money should be attracted. This will be the 
time in which to promote important business and 
financial plans or activities. Between the 12th and 
17th, however, an upsetting period is indicated 
which will requre good judgment to negotiate. All 
new plans, schemes or ideas should be curtailed 
to avoid deception or loss. December will generally 
favor advancement in employment and working 
prospects, especially so between the 1st and 10th, 
and again around the 20th.

\  our own mental and emotional outlook upon 
life will need to be watched this month, particularly 
so if you are born on September 15. 16, 17, 18. A 
secretive, deceptive trend will exist in your af
fairs so that it will be necessary to be on guard 
against loss. Family and private affairs may 
cause anxiety. \  our health will require attention. 
Inattentiveness could cause financial and personal 
losses. All propositions and associations should be 
scrutinized very carefully. Secret enmitv may be 
felt.

After the 11th, you will be more aggressive, 
hasty and mentally active. It will be less easy 
for you to concentrate upon one goal or objective. 
The danger of accidents and quarrels will then be 
greater. Changes or moves will be desired. More 
correspondence and news will be stimulated. Keep 
yourself occupied so that you do not grow too 
restless or mentally disturbed. Trips or hasty 
moves will not be favored between the 11th and 
17th. Danger ol accidents, sickness or quarrels in 
connection with relatives or neighbors will be more 
threatening for Virgo people. Be very careful 
in regard to letters or speech.

ove and romance 
Pleasant news,

After the 22nd, more pleasures
will be activated in Virgo lives. _____
invitations, messages and friendships are shown. 
An element of greater happiness and contentment 
will exist in your affairs. Carry out your plans 
and activities during the first ten days, and after 
the 25th, for the best results.

I he first week should be particularly favorable. 
Work, financial and health matters will be more 
promising. Travel will be favored, although care 
should be taken to avoid accidents or unwise de
cisions on the 4th and 5th. Important moves or 
changes of environment may now appeal to many 
Virgo people. lam ily and domestic matters will
be to the fore. Promote your affairs during this 
week.

The second week will be generally favorable 
until the 12th. Health, work and financial matters 
should be placed on a good foundation to avoid 
difficulties after that time. I ’he danger of acci
dents or intense excitement in connection with the 
difficulties of other people will be greater on the 
12th and 13th. Your own mistakes or poor ju d g 
ment could then cause trouble. Health will not be 
favored. Domestic and emotional matters will not 
be favored. Risks, deception and secret sorrow 
may be experienced. Defer all important matters 
as this week ends, especially so if loss could arise 
through other people.

The third week will not be favorable until after 
the 17th. A dangerous trend will exist during this 
time which could undermine your security H 
happiness. Avoid new activities or risks. Pi ?  ' 
conservative, quiet program and follow it / rwf ?  
let yourself intensify worry or adverse condition 
F »indy upsets are apt to affect Virgo people A  
affairs are not altogether harmonious n  
depend upon others for they may fail or di«, • 1 
you. Remain as natural and practical as posMbT 

The fourth week should greatly improve * 
prospects, although the 24th and early m 
hours of the 25th may bring strain. Tra 
not be favored. Bad news or quarrelsom 
tions could then exist. Defer your i m p o r t a n t ^ I  
or activities until after the 27th, when be C - ns 
suits can be realized- tter re-

Favorable days ; 1, 2, 4. 5 6 7 « 0( * * % | |  m  n  io  i
through 26, 30, 31 

Unfavorable: 3. 13. 14, 16, 17. 27\ 29

¿0
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I M PORTANT 
changes should now commence 
to affect Libra affairs. New 
conditions are indicated for 
December which stimulate 
more progress and achieve
ment. Romantic happiness and 
more enjoyment of life should 
of you. Pleasures and social 

matters will be stimulated, although adverse condi
tions will affect friendships and such interests 
around the 11th, 12th and 13th. This will be a 
month in which to generally advance your affairs 
in order to build security, harmony and happiness.

Your financial prospects will be favored except 
for a brief time between the 12th and 16th. That 
period will be extremely adverse for business, in
come and earning power of Libra people. Quarrels, 
poor judgment and credit strain could be expe
rienced. Avoid all rash expenditures or risks with 
money. Difficulties with other people should be 
adjusted. Be prepared for financial strain so that 
your security will not be undermined. Unexpected 
good luck should be experienced in financial mat
ters at other times of December. The prevailing 
trend may cause you to become too optimistic, 
happy go lucky or extravagant which would con
tribute to financial troubles, Libra merchants 
should be exceptionally fortunate in business this 
month, particularly those of you who deal in jewel
ry, art, foodstuffs or women's fashions. Try to 
curb your own desires for luxuries, for this will 
be a test o( your good judgment.

Travel, moves and changes of environment will 
have more appeal this month, but should be de
ferred between the 13th and 16th. Danger of 
loss through secretive troubles, bad news or acci
dents will then threaten. You are apt to be men
tally disturbed. Relatives may cause anxiety or 
sorrow. Be very careful in connection with cor
respondence or papers to which you sign your 
signature, for some loss or difficulty could arise 
in such matters.

1 he keynote of December will be that of co
operation and responsibilities. Try to adjust your
self to conditions or associations which may seem 
inharmonious at times. Unseen adjustments will 
be taking place underneath the surface of your 
affairs.

The first week of December should activate your 
personal and emotional affairs. Good fortune can 
be attracted. More love and happiness should 
raise your outlook upon life. A great deal of 
power and ability will be stimulated for Libra 
People to use to advantage in promoting their af
fairs. Finances will be favored. Generally for
tunate conditions are shown, although some upsets 
may threaten, from time to time, through other 
people.

be realized by many
For Those Born Between  

September 21 and October 23 
*

The second week will be generally favorable 
until the 11th; thereafter, an adverse trend will 
begin to develop for which you should be prepared. 
Friendships and social matters will not be favored. 
Income and finances will be adverselv affected som
that loss would result. Safeguard your resources 
to avoid trouble through or with others. Expendi
tures may begin to rise. Defer new financial ac
tivities or unnecessary spending. The 13th will 
be exceptionally adverse for travel, correspondence 
or moves. Bad news or secret anxiety about others 
may exist. Your own mental outlook is apt to 
be disturbed and melancholy. Deceptive conditions 
will exist. All secretive or hidden matters should 
be carefully avoided. Carelessness or lack of fore
thought could then cause real loss and trouble.

The third week will continue the extremely up
setting, adverse conditions which began around the 
llth. Follow the forewarnings given in the pre
vious paragraph until after the 16th. Travel will 
not be favored. Relatives of Libra people may be 
unfortunate, or cause difficulties. Your affairs 
could be undermined by deception and lack of 
good judgment. A secretive trend will have de
veloped between the 13th and 16th. Some dis
appointing. restricting asociations will need to be 
carefully handled. Don t intensify happenings or 
temporarily adverse conditions. \  ou will be more 
restless and dissatisfied. Keep harmonious and 
well balanced.

1 he fourth week will present unusual changes. 
Domestic, family and private affairs will be to the 
fore. Finances should improve, although it will 
be necessary to follow a more conservative pro
gram than you will be inclined to choose. Some 
unexpected happiness or good fortune should be 
realized. Defer important business or personal ac
tivities until after the 25th— the last four days of 
the month will be exceptionally favorable for health 
and working interests, but some upsets may occur 
in the domestic affairs. Retard changes or decisions 
Which would create insecurity during the first week 
of January.
Favorable days: 1? 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, % 10, 20, 25

27, 28
Unfavorable: 2, 13, 14 I  H
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For Those Born Between 
October 23 and November 21

*

D e c e m b e r

will be a month for careful 
planning. You should be able 
to achieve unusual success or 
good fortune if  you can con
trol the few adverse trends 
which are indicated. Venus 
will be in Scorpio throughout I 
the month, stimulating opportunities, favors, opti
mism and improvements in the personal life. This 
will be a time for health and body building, im
provements in your personal appearance and 
changes for the better, through which more peace 
and happiness can be attracted. Venus will cause 
you to feel more sensitive and emotional. Self is 
intensified, so that your personal affairs will be to 
the fore throughout December. You should be able 
to attract more happiness and favors from others. 
Ih e  negative phase of Venus results in emotional 
disappointments, trouble with loved ones (women, 
especially) and selfish insistence upon personal in
terests. Work to beautify and harmonize your life, 
rather than enjoy a mere uplift of spirits or tem
porarily improved conditions. This is a time when 
every Scorpio person should endeavor to forge 
ahead in a progressive manner.

With the 11th, Mars enters Scorpio. You who 
are born on October 23. 24, 25 will then need to 
carefully safeguard health, business and personal 
relationships with others. The danger of accidents 
and intense emotional strain will exist on the 11th. 
12th and other adverse days. People born between 
October 23 and November 6 will feel Mars’ aspects 
from the 11th on. A ll risks or rash ventures should 
then be curtailed. Mars brings energy, but con
trol and restraint are necessary to handle the in
creased power and force which stimulates the feel
ings, desires and will.

Your financial prospects will be exceptionally 
favored this month except between the 11th and 
16th. Losses could then be experienced. A de
ceptive or secretive trend will exist so that vou 
could lose unless your affairs are protected. Friend-

33

ships could figure in your losses or financia 
culties. Some mistaken decision or fraudulent ms 
ter will threaten. After the 16th. better finaflcia  
conditions are indicated, especially so on the * 

The entire month is one in which adjustm ent 
and improvement of your personal life and a ffa irs  

 ̂ should be attempted. A t the adverse times, how
ever, strife or strain will exist to test your gooc 
judgment and ability to co-operate or work har
moniously with others. Don’t force issues or run 
risks which could endanger your personal w elfare  
or disturb the harmonious element which is en
deavoring to adjust your affairs!

The first week will be exceptionally favorable 
for your activities. Forge ahead to promote your 
personal happiness, financial and friendship in
terests. Gain through others should be realized. 
Business and working affairs will be favored. Good 
results can be attracted. Do your important work 
now rather than postpone it. Correspondence, trips 
and activity connected with finances w ill be a fea 
ture of this week.

The second week will be favorable until the 
11th. An adverse trend will then commence which 
could greatly upset your affairs. Strife and strain  
can be expected. The danger of violent quarrels 
or accidents will grow greater as this week ends, 

rouble through or with others will be in ten sified , 
our own nature is apt to be aroused to a more 

aggressive, feverish rhythm which you w ill have 
to carefully control. Plan a very conservative d e 
sign for living on the 11th, 12th and 13th D on ’t 
expect a great deal of progress ; that which woukl 
be undertaken would prove mistaken or be d isao  
pointing and troublesome. sap~

The third week will continue the adverse trend 
beginning around the 11th until !
Health and working interests will need to b l  16th' 
fully protected. Upsets with other p e lt  
to breed trouble and conflict. The danger o T  
dents or quarrels will be greater. Delay« ; CC,‘ 
m g your financial expectations will exist 
yourself to routine, pay attention to min„ ,  ^ d ju st  
and wait for improvements which lie d eta ils  
very careful in friendship and e m o t i o n a l  Be  
to maintain peaceful relations. Some 
anxiety about another is indicated sorrow or

The fourth week should improve vour re 
1 nexpected happiness, good luck and fa» f:fairs-
he realized. More enjovment o f life  • Should 
A fter the 2Sth, more financial activitv *  Showr>- 
fortune can be expected. The last fo " °°d  
the month should greatly stimulate VoT  d a y s o f  
and optimism.  ̂ ur propi

Favorable days: 1. 3, 4. 5, 6, 9, 19
26, 27, 29. 30 ’ °* 2

Unfavorable: 2, 11 through 16 2?
> •*> 23, 24

K 2s
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JVJtJCH progress 
can be realized this month if\ 
you can adjust yourself to 
temporary delays or difficul
ties. Your natural impatience 
and urge for immediate ac
tion could dictate troubles or 
losses. Your personal affairs I 
will be to the fore throughout December, demand
ing more attention. New ideas, plans and impor
tant changes are indicated. These, however, may 
be deferred or held back from immediate realiza
tion—especially so between the 4th and 25th. 
Change will be a factor of this month, but must 
be avoided, if possible, at the adverse times. Fa
vorable times of December will be benefic for fa
vors. opportunities and advancement through 
others. Your ability to attract will be greater. The 
unfavorable times will be periods in which to 
“mark time,” do routine work and avoid difficul
ties with others.

Health and vitality will be determined by your 
mental outlook and control of nervous energy. You 
are apt to feel devitalized, nervous and irritated 
especially so on the 13th and 16th. Good judgment 
will be undermined at those times. You may feel 
that you “aren’t getting anywhere,” and fret at 
delays or irritations which arise to curb your prog- 
less. J he desire for change and improvement in 
your personal position or conditions of life will be 
an overwhelming trend which you will now have 
to control.

Conditions will be improving beneath the surface 
of your affairs, so try to be patient. Forge ahead 
at favorable times to gain good results: at the ad
verse times, finish uncompleted work, adjust your
self to others, and maintain harmony at all costs.

financial improvements are shown for Sagit
tarius people, especially so between the 1st and 
11th, and after the 25th. Important matters will 
be developing, somewhat secretly or perhaps un
known to you. A more secretive trend will exist in 
your life this month, anyway; but— beware of com
plications or deception between the 12th and 16th. 
Schemes, unwise propositions or disillusioning asso
ciations will need to be wisely handled at that time.
1 his is |  month when Sagittarius folk can attract 
increase of salary or experience marked rise in 
income. However, you should avoid all important 
business, financial or personal risks during the 
adverse period in mid-December.

Friendships and social matters will be exception
ally favorable until the 11th. After that time, an 
element of secret enmity or trouble with others 
will exist for which you should be prepared. Some 
new friend should enter your life this month. More 
activity with loved ones, social and pleasure mat
ters can be expected.

I he first week should prove to be exceptionally 
favorable for your affairs. Promote your social 
and friendship interests. Work to bring more har
mony and happiness into your life. Unusual oppor
tunities can be attracted. More power and en
thusiasm should be felt which can be utilized to 
achieve your rising ambitions. New friends may 
prove to be important. Income will be favored. 
Do' those tasks which demand your attention, so 
that you can be more quiet or inactive later on in 
the month. Changes in your personal life are indi
cated which should prove fortunate.

I he second week will be favorable for your af
fairs until the 11th, although some delays or less 
activity may be noticed. W ith the 11th. travel, 
legal matters, correspondence and personal affairs 
may begin to cause anxiety or trouble for many 
Sagittarius people. These things will not be fa
vored. Health will require careful attention. Irri
tating upsets are indicated. New activities will not 
be favored. Mistaken decisions or unwise changes 
will threaten. Defer all important plans.

1 he third week will not be favorable for Sagit
tarius activities until after the 18th. I f  vou are 
born on December 13. 14. 15. 16 take particular 
care of health, business, emotional and personal 
affairs. A very deceptive or disturbing condition 
is apt to exist. Lack of favor or loss will threaten. 
The 20th should greatly improve vour outlook 
bringing unexpected news, changes and opportuni
ties. I hat will be the favorable day of this week 
m which to promote your important interests.

The fourth week will be generally favorable, al-
the2gilhde °f UpSetS Can ** exPecte<l until after the 24th, More activity will begin as the last week
commences. Your financial prospects will be greatlv
from°Ihd' S  tha‘ g00d r.eturns should K  realized mgs started earlier in the month.
Favorable days: 1 through 5. 9. 10. 19 through 26

29. 30, 31
Unfavorable:

1
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I should bring unusual experi
ences and conditions to Capri
corn people. While some ad
verse indications exist for 
which you should be prepared, 
others are shown which prom- 

I ¡¡I opportunity and achieve
ment. Your social and friendship affairs will be 
very much favored, except between the 11th and 
17th, and again around the 24th (Christmas Eve). 
Some danger of violent quarrels or upsets with 
other people will exist at those times. Carelessness 
or excitement will need to be avoided. New friends 
should be very important to you. More social and 
emotional activity are shown. The month will be 
a generally fortunate time for you to seek romance 
and emotional happiness. More gifts, love and 
favors are indicated.

Your financial prospects will be exceptionally 
promising, although an undercurrent of unrest, 
deception or poor judgment will exist during mid- 
December which could bring loss. Secretive 
troubles with other people are shown so that you 
should avoid new propositions, schemes or activi
ties which could be misrepresented Things will 
not be altogether open and above-board between 
the 11th and 17th, so that you are apt to be de
ceived or disappointed. Happenings beyond your 
power to control could then interfere with your 
plans or threaten loss. Travel, legal matters, cor
respondence and important dealings with others 
will not be favored during that time. The 3rd, 
4th, 8th, 20th will be exceptionally benefic for your 
activities in business, financial and w'orkin0- in- 
terests. Those will be the times in which to forge 
ahead in your plans and undertakings. Don’t be 
surprised or annoyed if momentary delays arise, 
or if you fail to quickly realize your aims. Un
seen adjustments will be taking place underneath 
the surface of your affairs, so that you will need to 
be more patient while things work out for  you.

Health may require more care, especially so for 
you who are born on December 2, 3, 4, 5. SaturnI ̂  §Hh|
"ill b e v e r s e  to you, tending to deplete the vi
tality and resistance to colds or chronic ailments. 
Ihis month will be a favorable time for medical, 
surgical and health building treatments. Watch 
your mental outlook for many Capricorn people

t r-iict'ipss andwill now feel dissatisfied, strangely * 
impatient of restrictions or hampering in uen
in their lives.

The first week should be exceptionally favorable 
for important business, personal and emotions! in 
terests. More public activity is shown, 
through people in a position to benefit you can 
be attracted. Finances will be favored. 1‘inish 
your uncompleted work, or do those things which 
demand attention, so that you can be more quiet 
and protected later on. News may bring more ex
citement into your life this week. Someone who 
cares for you should bring happiness and good 
luck to you.

The second week will be favorable until the 
11th. Adverse conditions then begin which will 
upset social, friendship and emotional relationships, 
and bring some strain or anxiety into your affairs. 
.All risks should be avoided. A quarrelsome or 
irritating association could cause trouble. You are 
apt to feel aggressive, rash and irritated at others. 
Don’t force issues, but seek to attract the happiness 
or gains you desire. Safeguard your source of in
come or financial interests between the 11th and 
16th. Avoid all secretive and undercover activi 
ties which could cause trouble or disappointment 
I ravel will not be favored. Bad news may come 
from people at a distance.

ihe third week will continue the adverse cona
tions until the 17th. Your prospects then chi 
for the better, so that the 20th should brino ^  
harmony, favors and happiness. Financial 
will be especially favored. Do your * ^ains
work or carry out your constructive nDn lmportai>t 
» i  H ns after th«

The fourth week will generate some *  
changes. Domestic and personal affairs w*i, 111 
the fore. You will feel more ambitious **. to 
but should safeguard health and vitality active> 
overstrain. More honors, gifts, love anci tQ av°*d 
tion can be attracted. A more op tim a *Pprecia- 
outlook is indicated as this month ends A ^ ? 1***1 
changes in your personal affairs and er> • CitinR 
may begin. Get your affairs harmon
the first H H i! rt*v-c ¡1  T---------  ... SO tha*the first three days of January will not i?° tnat 
your security or cause difficulties with oth 'Satetl

Favorable days: 1 through 10, 19 throu
_ «pi 28 7 i
Unfavorable: 11 through 17 I 1

MX
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*  ★ F°r Those Born Between January 21 and February 19

D e c e m b e r ’s
stars may produce extraordi
nary conditions in the lives of 
many Aquarius people. Op
portunity beckons, yet d iffi
culties and friction are also 
apt to exist in your affairs.
Good judgment, quiet man
agement and control of your own feelings or im
pulses should enable you to attract the fortunate 
things which are indicated.

Mars will be very favorable to Aquarius people 
until the 11th. Thereafter, the strife or friction 
which threatens may be more apparent, particularly 
affecting your position in life. job. public activi
ties, credit and ambitions. Promote your aspira
tions, do your important work and advance your 
affairs between the 1st and 11th. Thereafter, try 
to adjust your differences with others or work in 
harmony with them— to counteract the friction or 
incompatibility which will exist. Don’t start new 
business activities, expenditures or important 
changes after the 11th for they would prove mis
taken or cause regret. Personal gains are strongly 
indicated earlier in the month, especially so for 
you who are born between February 11 and 19. 
More favors, good fortune and opportunity should 
be realized. After the 11th. you who are born 
between Januarv 21 and February 3 will need to 
be particularly cautious and conservative, to avoid 
quarrels, accidents or trouble with others.

You can bring more happiness and harmony into 
your life at favorable times of December. Financial 
prospects should be exceptionally good except be
tween the 11th and 16th. Friends or loved ones 
could then cause loss and disappointment. Poor 
judgment will dictate unwise decisions and trouble 
about money. Don’t anticipate gains or favors from 
others during that time, and endeavor to safeguard 
your interests from imposition or deception.

Friendships, social and emotional matters will be 
both favorable and unfavorable this month. Un
expected good luck and opportunity to realize 
some outstanding ambition or desires are shown. 
Good friendships can be established. Social activi
ties will be more prominent. All business or finan
cial activities with friends or acquaintances should 
be avoided, however, for they are apt to disappoint 
you. Delays in your expectations from friends or 
loved ones can be expected, but on the 24th, sud

den changes, news, invitations and happenings 
should be stimulated in connection with them. The 
welfare and affairs of some loved ones may cause 
anxiety or sorrow' this month, but peaceful condi
tions are shown as the month ends. Be the friend. 
and co-worker with others vou are meant to be- 
to realize your own ambitions!

The first week should be utilized to get your 
affairs in order. Promote your ambitious plans, 
finish uncompleted work and activities. Do the 
important things now which you might be tempted 
to defer until later. Take advantage of new oppor
tunities to meet people, correspond, study and im
prove appearance. Endeavor to attract new. happier 

.conditions. Use the tremendous amount of power 
and energy you will have in a constructive, am
bitious manner to get results. More love, co-opera
tion and gain from others should be realized.

I he second week will be similar in influence un
til the 11th. Thereafter more strife or difficulties 
could be attracted. During the second and third 
week a rash, hasty and unw'ise trend will exist 
which you will have to control. The danger of 
quarrels with superiors in business or authority will 
threaten. Credit strain or poor judgment about ex
penditures could exist. Have your affairs in shape 
to avoid endangering your resources or security. 
Health and personal welfare will need to be care
fully protected, for the danger of feverish ailments 
or accidents will be greater. Emotional strain could 
stimulate quarrels. Anxiety or trouble in connec
tion with close associates and friends will threaten. 
I rv to adjust differences which arise and maintain 
harmony in your emotional relationships. Don’t 
trust your own impulses or feelings between the 
11th and 17th. I he 20th will begin a far more 
favorable trend which should stimulate more happi
ness, social, friendship and financial good fortune. 
Defer your important affairs until that date.

I he fourth week will greatly improve your af
fairs. More good fortune and progress can be 
realized. Financial gains are indicated. An element 
of unexpected luck and gain through people who 
care for you will then exist in your life. With the 
30th, Jupiter enters that part of the Aquarius chart 
which rules finances— indicating substantial money 
gains and marked increase in your financial 
affairs.

Favorable days: i through 10, 20, 24 through 31 
Unfavorable: 11 through 19
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*
For Those Born Between 
February 19 and March 21 

*

V e r y  favor
able conditions will generally 
exist for many Pisces people.
You should be able to make 
more progress. More ambition 
should be felt. You can take 
advantage of new opportuni
ties which arise, for earlier 
December should bring favors and recognition 
from those in a position to benefit you. Business, 
finances and emotional matters should improve. 
These things will be to the fore. You will need to 
use good judgment and discretion, however, at ad
verse times of the month, when it will be difficult 
to distinguish between fortunate and unfortunate 
trends or associations. Health w ill need to be safe
guarded at those times. A ll changes which could 
affect your position, credit or security should then 
be avoided.

Neptune will be adverse to you who are born on 
March 13, 14, 15, especially so on December 13, 
16. Secret enmity or uncertainty arising from 
failure of others to fulfil their obligations to you 
may exist. Losses rather than gains could be ex
perienced. You should not place too much reliance 
upon other people and their promises. A secretive, 
deceptive, confusing trend could make you dis
satisfied, vague and mistaken in your decisions. 
Don’t intensify temporarily adverse conditions or 
happenings. Try to mark time, do routine work and 
maintain harmony with others during the “stormy

iod.”
Vn element of exciting good luck and higher 
¿rations will exist for most Pisces people. Gain 
ough apparent reversals or losses could be 
lized Travel, correspondence, new studies and 
ievements on a higher inspirational plane will 
favored except on the 11th, 13th, 16th, 24th, 
citing news from other people should come to 
L At favorable times of December, Pisces people 
uld endeavor to express themselves in a new 
nner, through writing, speaking or cultivation 
their ideas. The planetary influences will be par- 
llarly favorable for you who are engaged in 
igious, scientific, transportation, radio, publish-

the Hth and
■  „r inventive matters except on af-
12th, when health and work w
mg o

fected by strained conditions.
The first week should bring mo £  

fortune. Exceptionally
ormë conditions arey favorable conci 

, _  fnr success wi
shown so that your chance. — (

„ nr! goodin anu. ©
i are
11 be

greater.
, f-ruvel, corre

„---------- This Will be the time> ° ^ Im portant
spondence, legal and business ac . ^ Do your
new plans and undertakings are in 1 Te reSt or 
real work now, so that you can ave . .. jn co
seclusion later in the month. More a y oUr HI 
operation with other people 1S .m ^  C faVored on 
nancial prospects will be particu c y should
the 3rd. Exciting business developme
exist at that time. f  vour

The second week will be favora e ^
activities until the 11th. A fter that date, ® 
will be adverse. Travel, legal matters, ea 
working interests will not be favored. T*a 
some, strained condition is indicated w ic m 
cause anxiety about others. Losses coul oc<̂  
through a hasty, careless or inattentive attitu e. 
Don’t make agreements or sign important papers. 
You may feel discontented and sorrowful, so don t
i v, 4- v\ o i tt t s~\ V r~N 1 /~\ Y”\ O C C

TTr»llnw a

careful, routine program and defer your important 
affairs until later. A  very deceptive influence is 
indicated on the 13th. Health w ill then need to be  
safeguarded. Avoid risks through which trouble 
or enmity could arise.

The third week will be similar in its conditions 
until after the 16th. Health, business, marital and 
personal affairs are apt to be disturbed for Pisces 
people between the 11th and 16th. The welfare of 
others may cause anxiety. D efer new plans or ven
tures for they would not be wise. M aintain har
mony with others as unseen adjustm ents occur in 
your affairs. After the 16th, conditions should
change for the better. Unexpected triumph over 
your difficulties could occur. Good news and ex
citing messages from people at a distance should 
be received. Your outlook should grow more happv 
and optimistic.

The fourth week will be generally favorable, al
though delays or slow returns may prove irritating 
until after the 25th. Mercury will then be direct in 
motion, so that your plans, ambitions and activities 
will be activated in a more promising manner. More 
happiness, love and romance should exist in Pisces 
lives at this Christmas Season. Friends may be ex
tremely important as the month ends, with impor
tant new social and emotional contacts bringin 
happiness and enjoyment. Have your affairs s t^  
bilized ere January begins, so that risks or s tra i ' 
can be avoided during the first week. n

Favorable days: 1 through 10, 19, 20, 21, 22 ??
25 through 30 ’ ^

Unfavorable: 11 through 16, 24, 31
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A  S T U D Y  o f the Sun and M oon  
position at birth. This lesson on the Sun and 
Moon position in the horoscope began in the 
October issue o f this m agazine. D ue to the 
length o f this complete lesson, it is necessary  
to publish it in the October, N ovem ber and 
December, 1938 and fo llow in g  issues o f 
A stro-D ig e s t .

★

THE SUN IN LIBRA WITH THE MOON IN THE 
TWELVE SIGNS

Sun in Libra— Moon in Aries: Strong likes
and dislikes are apt to exist. This person may 
be very nervous and seem contradictory. Am
bition, pride, originality and cleverness are 
given. The personality will be aggressive and 
attractive. Romance and adventure will have 
a strong appeal. Public success is indicated. 
Conflict in marriage or partnerships may exist. 
Friction between the inner nature and outer 
expression is indicated.

Sun in Libra— Moon in Taurus: Venus
will be doubly strong in this person’s life and 
affairs. Love of ease or comfort must not be 
too strongly developed. Financial and per
sonal success can be realized. Health must be 
built, especially to avoid kidney or glandular 
disturbances.

Sun in Libra—Moon in Gemini: The dis
position will be humane, yet nervous and irri
table in times of stress or strain. Haste in ac
tion, thought and speech is apt to exist. Travel, 
literature, education, and inventions will be 
favored. Relatives are apt to play a dominat
ing part in the life. The nature will be refined, 
beauty loving, restless and changeable. Ability 
exists to realize the inner ideals.

Sun in Libra—Moon in Cancer: Ambition
and love of prominence will exist. Much suc
cess can be realized, although conflict and mis
understandings mav arise with relatives or the 
public. Religion, science, healing, statesman
ship and law will be favored. Fame is indi
cated, yet the private life may present many 
sorrows. The personality will be humane, ma
ternal and sympathetic.

Sun in Libra—Moon in L eo : This person
ality will be more warm, magnetic, dramatic 
and loving. Dramatic success can be realized. 
Fame and prominence before the public can be

l )  e  C E M B I I

The Planets in the 
Houses of the Horoscope

secured. The nature will be made more inde 
pendent, resourceful and dominant than is us
ually the case w ith  Libra. Romance wi a \e  a 
strong appeal.

Sun in Libra— Moon in V irgo : A subtle,
som ew hat m isunderstood nature may her^U 
found. T he intellect is deep and keen. Ihe 
character is profound. The personality, how
ever, m ay fail to be developed to portray the 
inner charm and magnetic powers, 
or obstacles in the environment may be expe
rienced. T oo  much association with inferiors 
m ust be avoided. M uch success in business or 
profession  can be realized.

Sun in Libra— Moon in Libra : Some bar
to com plete expression  or development of the 
personality and character may here exist. One 
m ay be stronger than the other. Much charm, 
grace and tact are indicated. The nature is 
beauty lov in g  and just. Danger of becoming 
too im m ersed in personal affairs or one line 
o f activity w ill ex ist, how ever. M arriage will 
play an im portant part in the life. Success 
can be realized in relig ion , law , politics or edu
cational pursuits. A d ju stm en t of the needs 
o f others w ill be a k eynote o f  good fortune.

Sun in Libra— Moon in Scorpio: A too
critical or fau ltfin d in g  personality7 must be 
avoided. T h e tem peram ent will be strong, 
m agnetic and d om inating. Difficult to under
stand, this person must not become too passion
ately fixed upon people or things. Much energy' 
to gain personal success will exist. Great suc
cess can be realized in an artistic, scientific or 
medical profession. Trouble through deaths 
or finances of others may threaten.

Sun in Libra—Moon in Sagittarius: A
harmony-loving nature is given, although the 
desire for adventure and romance will be great. 
Many strange experiences may be encountered. 
The nature is artistic and creative. A good 
brain, fine personality and intellect are pos
sessed. The nature is optimistic and progres
sive. Success through religious, legal or poli
tical activities is particularly promised. An 
artistic career will also be successful.

Sun in Libra— Moon in Capricorn: Too 
much ambition without the inner strength or 
urge to achieve must be avoided. Eagerness 
to succeed exists. Strength of determination
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should ho developed
\'lnch could bring \ cs are indicated
is developed lïn e un ess pei'severance 
cation will be j g %  and edu- 
iH'rsomUiv SrÇW U;1 llnes ot activity. The
is the inner nature^ *  C°Id ° r leSS Warm than

iinJr*1 Libra Moon in Aquarius: Nc
aualhiV0miU1f 10n Can exist’ if the 1 8 1 1  qualities of character and personality are de
v doped Great success can be realized in so-
cial, public and business affairs. Gain through

ie public or through friends can be attracted
■ Jjt I nature is friendly, magnetic, warm anc

cordial. Much ability and talent are indicated
Sun in Libra Moon in Pisces \ Sympathy 

and hospitality are marked. A somewhat pas
sive, but strong, quiet nature exists. Success 
through service to others is indicated. The 
temperament will be deep, charming and ro
mantic. Danger of becoming too dreamy or 
indolent on the material plane will exist. This 
person may seek to escape realities if actual 
conditions are ugly, discordant or inharmoni
ous. Robert Louis Stevenson had this com
bination.

★
THE SUN IN SCORPIO WITH THE MOON IN 

THE TWELVE SIGNS
Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Aries: An over

abundance of martial energy, impatience and 
physical strain will exist. The personality and 
inner nature may often be in conflict, for both 
are strong and dominant. Haste and rashness 
must ever be avoided. Accidents, quarrels and 
feverish ailments may be attracted. Leadership 
in military, dramatic, legal or police activities 
can be realized through development of the 
talents. Extremes must be avoided.

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Taurus: Success
in middle and later years of life can be realized. 
Much friction and conflict in “finding one’s 
self” may be experienced in childhood and ear
lier years. Finances will always be of major 
importance, yet this person may apparently 
scorn practical activities and often endanger 
the financial security due to secret impulses, 
ambitions and high aspirations. Difficulty in 
some phase of the domestic or professional life 
may be experienced due to incompatibility with 
others. Artistic, scientific, medical and ana
lytical talents can be developed to assure great 
success and honor.

Sun in Scorpio— Moon in Gemini. An 
eventful life is indicated. The personality may
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Scorpio nature, 
and nervousness may scattei - 
ety and change will be soug1 > 
solid

Van-ess,
ie forces.

the firm,so
u - , • r .„turh are necessaryfoundations of life w security

for the development of confi erl , scien- 
may not be built. Literature, JoU1 . ' be
tific, inventive and political ac 
greatly favored.

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Cancer. _
a powerful combination. Theodore R°ose' e“ 
and Ulysses S. Grant were born with the bun 
in Scorpio and the Moon in Cancer, 
stows a burning patriotic flame within e n 
ture. Great public success can be realize in 
religious, political, healing or scientific inter 
ests. Perseverance and enterprise, if develop 
ed, will take this person far. The personality 
will need to be cultivated and strengthened to 
keep in step with the dominating, magnetic 
Scorpio individuality. Home, family and do
mestic ties will have a strone appeal.

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Leo : Force of
character, confidence, some arrogance and 
great pride will figure in this nature. V ictory 
and success in life can be realized, although 
the emotional affairs are apt to be fraught with 
danger and friction. Sex and feeling must 
not be allowed to have too dominant a part in 
the life. Great dramatic success can be realized 
if the talents are cultivated. Cheerfulness, de
termination and sympathy must be developed.

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in V irgo : Uncer
tainty or lack of confidence can undermine this 
personality. Fears and worries about the 
health and personal affairs must not be culti
vated or encouraged. The personality is apt 
to appear cold, disinterested or sensitive. Too 
much association with inferiors will not be fa 
vored. Much success in medical, scientific edu
cational or literary activities can be realized

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Libra : A  v
eventful life can be expected. Romance ^ 
and pleasure may have an important part * 
carving the destiny. Some danger of scand r 
slander or trouble will exist. The person r  ’ 
will be charming, romantic, adventurous M 11 
Antoinette had this combination of Sun i l  
Moon. Success in dramatic, artistic, leg a f^  
religious activities can be realized.

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Scorpio • ^  
ness and indiscretions must always be av< '
The personality is apt to be magnetic, dom* P8 
ing and powerful, yet uncertain about pers*1̂ '  
affairs or aims. Much care must be take°n^
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aim toward a high, impersonal goal of service 
to others. Self cannot be too strongly con
sidered.

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Sagittarius: In
discreet actions, abrupt speech, rebellion and 
resentment at restrictions are apt to be culti
vated. The personality will be aggressive vet 
shy or timid, adventurous and progressive. 
Deep feelings and submerged talents are indi
cated, which can be developed to attract much 
success. Science, inventions, law, politics, ex
ploring, literature may have great appeal for 
these people. Much excitement, adventure and 
movement should figure in the life. Psychic 
and occult tendencies will be pronounced. Mis
understandings with associates may be expe
rienced, due to the brusqueness of the person
ality.

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Capricorn : Tact
and diplomacy will cover a deep, magnetic, 
shrewd personality. The nature is apt to be 
jealous or demanding of those it loves. More 
practical or staid than is ordinary with Scorpio, 
success will come after hard work, persever
ance and patience have paved the way. Grave 
danger of mishaps on water will exist. Love 
of adventure is indicated. Science, business 
(of an executive nature), law, government, 
education and religion will be mediums of suc
cess for people having this combination.

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Aquarius: Con
flict will exist in this nature and life until the 
humanitarian instincts are developed, to the ex
clusion of the personal or selfish interests. A 
friendly, enterprising personality is here given. 
A too audacious or reckless nature may exist, 
however. Great ambition is indicated, so that 
these people can realize their hopes and wishes.

Sun in Scorpio—Moon in Pisces: Rever
sals of fortune may often be encountered by 
these people, yet much success and gain can 
be ultimately realized. The personality is apt 
to be less strong, magnetic or dominating than 
the inner self, so that inferior people or condi
tions are thus attracted. Anxiety about the 
future must be avoided at all times, lhe tal
ents are deep and varied. Literary, religious, 
occult, scientific, healing and dramatic powers 
are given which can be developed for great 
success.

IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
CAN IT BE CURED?

A booklet containing the opinions of famous doctors 
on this interesting subject will be sent FREE, 
while they last, to any reada» writing to the Edu
cational Division.
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TUNE AWAIT YOU. We need unusual song poems to set to 

music and publish entirely at our expense. Send stamped, fydf- 
addressed envelope for entry blank. UNIVERSAL SONG SER
VICE, Box 954, Saginaw, Mich.

L A D IE S’ SE R V IC E
THREE helpful books for LADIES! KNOW the answers. GET 

what you WANT from LIFE. Get FREE particu lars NOW. 
W rite: Domestic Buyer, Box 321, Elyria, Ohio.

P U B L IC A T IO N S — B O O K S ______________
GOOD LUCK DREAM BOOK. Contains NEW UP-TO-DATE 

interpretations of OVER 4.000 DREAMS. Gives LUCKY 
NUMEBRS for dreams according to  seasons of year. Price 50c. 
BeartsLl MeSwain. Harmony. Arkansas.

YOUR PSYCHIC SELF and HOW TO UNFOLD by Rose 
Breitfield, W ritten in simple understandable language. Price 

fl.0 0  Rom  Brextiield, Suite 1801, 315 W. 36th. New York, 
York.

NEW HEALTH BOOK. 72 pages 6x9 gives Food Facts, Recipes, 
Formulas. Diets. Charts, Etc., $1. Postpaid. Details Free. 

NATURE’S PRODUCTS, Kens, Sta., 4 A.D., Brooklyn, N. Y.

You « i 1 ike my little booklet. “RUMBLINGS AND ROUGH- 
A G E" Humor and Philosophy in paragraph and verse. Dime. 

Oscar Dunn, Box 542, Lawton, Okia.

H AIR G RO W ER ______________
NEW HERB HAIR GROWER. ALSO REMOVES DANDRUFF.

ACCLAIMED BY MEN AND WOMEN EVERYW HERE 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MONTHS SUPPLY 50c. 
W'ARXOW'. 63 Broad Street, New York, N. Y.

PHOTO FIN ISH IN G
ROLLS DEVELOPED. 25c coin. Two 5x7 double weight pro

fessional enlargements, 8 gloss prin ts. CLUB PHOTO SER
V IC E Box 144, LaCrosse, Wis.

AGENTS W A N T E D
825 A WEEK AND OVER CAN BE MADE WITH Grandones 

Natural Herbs Health Products. 100 per cent profit. Free 
-ample. Write Grandone’s Son Co., Dept. “A.D’\ .  Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

PR IN T IN G
160 letterheads, 100 envelopes, your copy, $1.00. Circu’ars, 

cards, tickets 3.000 for $5.00. Orchestrations 10 for $1.00. 
Sheet m ane 20 for $1.00, Silverman Printers, 3303 Lawrence, 
Chicago, Illinois.

C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  C L U B
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED-

MEN AND WOMEN—“18 to 80“ write. I wilt introduce you 
to the person your heart desires Confidential, ia plain 

sealed envelope. Give your age. (Stamp appreciated). Mias 
Kennedy. Bax 1443, Indianapolis, Indiana.

F O R  S A L F — A N T I Q U E S ________
Old Glass. Dolls. Stamps. Coins. Curias, Books, Gems. Old West 

Photos. Bills. Over 300.000 Curias snd Relics, guaranteed. 
Catalogne 5c. Indian Museum. Northbraach, Kansas.

Say You  Saw It

In Astro-Digest



Y D U H  A N A L Y S I S  o f  1 9 3 f l
Is Now Ready for Y o u !!
Better Than Ever Before!!

1939 DNE OF THE MOST EXEITING YEARS 
IN AMERICAN H IS T O R Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A YEAH  OF H A P P IN E SS AN D  P R O SP ER IT Y  
OR A  Y E A R  OF D ISA ST E R  AND FA IL D R E  ! !

Which will it be for y o u /
“YOUR ANALYSIS OF 1939” brings you Crawford Graning's
remarkable predictions of your year ahead.

"YOUR ANALYSIS OF 1939” will tell you how to plan your life for 
the coming year so as to take advantage of your opportunities and 
work with your stars for happiness and prosperity in your endeavors.

“YDUH ANALYSIS OF 1939” brings you an astrological preview of 
your planetary vibrations as they affect love, health, work, business, 
finances, marriage and family, travel, legal affairs, and gives you the 
times of opportunity and warns you of the times of danger.

“YDUH ANALYSIS DF 1939” also includes an Almanac of 1939 w hich 
gives you the best dates, astrologically, for your dental treatm ents, fo r 
buying and selling, for travel, fishing, and other activities of general 
interest.

ALMA CRAW FORD GRANING  
A m erica 's  F o rem o st A stro lo g er , R ead s Y ou r F u tu r e  
in  Die S ta rs , in  “ Y O U R  A N A L Y S IS  O F 1 9 3 9 "

When you order “ Your Analysis of 1939” you have the privilege of 
sending your three most important questions which w ill be answered 
for you according to Astrology, without further cost.

Send your questions, your name and address, your correct birth date, 
a self addressed, stamped envelope and only one dollar. Mail your 
order for “ YOUR A N A LY S IS  OF 1939g to

T H E  G R A N I N G S
p. O. BOX 791 McALLEN, TEXAS
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( l tkl6 Astrological
Textbook h  L l e w e l l y n  G e o r g e

ou

Why You Will Like It:
A 21-page cross index makes each 

topic easy to find.
*

New sixth edition, enlarged and im
proved.

Beautifully illustrated, more than 700 
pages. ^

A com plete textbook on genethliacal 
astrology. .

Twelve chapters on the signs of the 
Zodiac. *

A well rounded study of the funda
mental principles o f astrology.

★
Biblical, H istorical, M ythological and 

Symbolical interpretation of Zodiacal 
signs. *

Reveals the successfu l methods of 
Llewellyn George.

it
Contains a dictionary o f A strological 

terms, £
A com plete A stro logica l vocabulary.

★
It te lls  how to rectify  given  birth 

times, how to find unknown tim es.
it

It te lls  how to determ ine your beat 
location in the world.

★
A beautiful book, flex ib le  binding, 

gold letters and sym bolical d1 o n  
the cover. P rice  postpaid only 55.WJ.

A O n e - V o l u m e  L i b r a r y  
f o r  S t u d e n t s ,  T e a c h e r s  

a n d  P r o f e s s i o n a l s !

r lE R E  is your opportunity to 
own your own copy of astrology’s most 
remarkable book, the “ A to Z Horoscope 
Maker and Delineator.’’ W ritten by that 
great authority and scientific genius, Llew
ellyn George. The dean of astrologers re
veals his own secrets of horoscope reading 
and delineation.

A Standard Textbook
of Genethliacal Astrology. Used in the 
leading astrological societies and classes; 
endorsed by teachers; recommended by 
practitioners. Very popular with students 
and research workers. A reference work of 
great /alue. It treats in detail all the requi
site calculations involved in correctly cast
ing natal and progressed horoscopes. Well 
attested methods of the radix and progres
sions are presented. All the planetary in
dications are thoroughly delineated. Retro- 
gradation, declination of parallels, transits, 
the effect of New Moons in the horoscope, 
and many other important factors ? 
treated in illuminating detail. The book is 
divided into five parts. Each part treats 
completely and in subsequent order a dif
ferent phase of the subject. The whole 
study is presented in simple easily under
stood fashion. When you finish this vol
ume you will have a well-rounded know l
edge of the fundamental principles and 
methods to produce satisfactory results re: 
garding readings, predictions, and genera 
information of importance.

You will take great pride in owning thi 
beautiful sixth edition of the “ A to 
HOROSCOPE MAKER AND DELI] 
A T O R ;” an enlarged and improved 
sion that will delight the soul of every 
book lover. Price to Students, Tea* 
and Professionals, only $5.00. Send 
order today to

T H E  G R A T IN G S
BOX 791 McALLEiN. TEXAS


